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speed up to QOOfeet per minute.

Shepard elevators are the most efficient and have
the lowest maintenance costof any elevator on the
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You are cordially invited to visit our new plant.

THE SHEPARDELEV ATOR CO.
2425 to 2431 COLERAIN AVENUE

CIN.CINNATI~ OHIO

o. F. SHEPARD, U. c. 'ge
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ONE MILLION I{.W. is the ultimate capacity
of the Central Station shown at the top of
tbe page. The Laundry, illustrated below,

operates a 70 h.p. boiler.

Both plants are equipped with fuel burning appara-
tus, designed, manufactured and installed by
Combustion Engineering Corporation.

There is no sharp dividing line between the respon-
sibilities of the stoker or burner manufacturer, the
furnace builder and the hoiler maker. Steam Genera-
tion is a combined process of heat liberation and heat
absorption. The performance of individual elements
is secondary to the performance of the combination
-as a unit. The ultimate goal sought is to produce
a dependable supply of steam at minimum cost.

The operation of the Laundry is dependent upon
the performance of this 70 h.p. boiler, while thou-
sands of New Yorkers rely upon the East River Sta-
tion for light, power, transportation and the many
material comforts of life which electricity has made
available.

The engineering, research and manufacturing facili-
ties of Combustion Engineering Corporation are
available to American Industry in raising the stand-

ards of Fuel Burning and Steam Generation,
throughout the entire range from 70
Ii.p, to 1,000,000 K.W.-or beyond,

COMBUSTION ENGINEERING
CORPORATION

International Combustion Building, 200 Madison Ave.,NewYork

A Subsidiary of
INTERNATIONAL COMBUSTION ENGINEERING

CORPORATION
A 70 h. r- boiler
serves this laundry

co. usnONING[ G

NEW YORK EDISON COMPANY
Thomas E. Murray, Inc.

Designing Engineers
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Completely electrified-
the. largest Atnerican-built ship
Completely electrified-quiet, adds to the comfort of passengers.
vibrationless, luxurious, swift- Complete electrification makes the
the 8.8. California, largest Ameri- California an engineering marvel
can-built passenger ship, has and a commercial success; it is
opened a new era of ocean travel. booked far in advance, a sister
Two turbine-generators, each ship has .just been launch~d, and
rated at 6600-kw.,supplying power another lS under construction,
to two main propulsion motors, College-trained men of the General
constitute the turbine-electric Electric Company, which
drive, used for the first time .1engineered the electric power
in a large passenger ship. l I. installation on these lux-
Four turbine-driven 500-kw. ~ urious passenger ships, have
d-e. generators supply power thus played a significant
for auxiliary equipment This monogram is found on great part in the opening

hi h ·ds i h motors that drive the California, f fW 1C, .al S 1n t e oper- and on a multitude of electric 0 a new era 0 ocean
appliances which contribute to theation: of the ship and comfort of her p.assengers..It isan travel.
emblem of skilled engmeermg
and high manufacturing Quality.

- -----

GENERAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK
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THE ACTING DEAN'S PAGE
By DR. R. C. GOWDY

Now that the annual unpleasantness known as one hundred more than last year. There is a very
registration is past and the "open season" on encouraging increase in the number of students

Freshmen has provided an outlet for the excess taking engineering subjects. These technical sub-
academic vigor of the Sophomores, the affairs of the jects have been offered only in recent years and the
University seem to have settled down to the normal more advanced courses are just now beginning to be
routine. It may be of interest at this time to take filled by those who have taken the prerequisite
stock and to see just where we stand at the beginning elementary courses. Anyone who has come closely
of another school year. in touch with the evening work realizes that it is

At Commencement last June the College of Engi- providing a real opportunity to many who could not
neering and Commerce conferred one hundred and otherwise arrange to continue their education.
twenty-four engineering degrees, fifteen degrees in Many of our alumni find it both pleasant and profit-
Applied Arts and two masters degrees. In 1927 the able to come back one or two evenings a week to
engineers numbered ninety-eight and there were pursue studies in which they are particularly
seven graduates from the School of Applied Arts. interested.
The Class of '28 was bigger than any we had ever In the Institute of Scientific Research the most
before graduated and it admitted quite frankly that notable expansion has taken place in the Basic
it was the best class which ever went forth from U. C. Science Research Laboratory. This laboratory now

The holding of Commencement exercises in the occupies the greater part of the top floor of Cunning-
Stadium seemed to meet with very general approval ham Hall, and by increases in its staff and its facili-
and it is probable that the practice will be continued. ties, is prepared to handle a wider variety of problems
Plans for next Commencement are under way and it than was hitherto possible. The primary purpose of
is hoped that, with certain changes suggested by the this laboratory is to carryon investigations in the
experience gained this year, the event will be even combined fields of biology, chemistry and physics,
more pleasant and successful than it was last June. but the discoveries which have come out of these

Our Freshman Class this year numbers six hundred investigations, as well as the methods and technique
and - nine men and twenty women. Bigger and which have been developed, have found some very
better. Well, bigger by sixty-six than last year's practical applications in diverse lines, all the way
class, and the mid-term grades will have to tell the from bread-baking to the manufacture of jewelry.
tale as to quality. But it looks good. The Fresh- No new units have been added to the Institute, but
man Class always looks good until the mid-term all of its various departments continue their investi-
grades come in. But this crowd really does look gations under excellent conditions for successful work.
promising. Many of them have been picked by Regarding the general policies of the College of
alumni. A Co-op ought to know engineering mate- Engineering and Commerce, there are no changes to
rial when he sees it. report. While there are, from time to time, demands

Each year we feel the added pressure of increased for new courses in specialized fields of engineering,
enrollment and are quite sure that it will be impossi- it has not seemed advisable to diversify or to special-
ble to accommodate any more students, but some- ize our instruction more than we are doing at present.
how the packing is accomplished without permanent- In fact, if anyone tendency is now evident in
ly deforming buildings or students. It does seem, technical education in this country, it is away from
however, that we are rapidly approaching the limit specialization and towards more emphasis on funda-
of enrollment imposed by our buildings, equipment mentals. This trend has been evident for many
and staff. Unless funds and- facilities for expansion years in the development of our courses of study, and
become available from sources not at present in any changes or additions which may be made will not
sight, it is not to be expected that, our College will likely deviate from our established policy, for we
show continued growth in numbers as it has done in believe that it is sound. And in this belief we are
the past. It may perhaps become a settled policy supported not only by the concensus of opinion of
to restrict the enrollment to approximately its those engaged in engineering education, but by the
present figure. published expressions of many of the best-known

Our total enrollment this year is fifteen hundred engineers in the country. _
twenty-five, which, as compared with fourteen hun- We begin the year with excellent prospects for a
dred and two last year, shows an increase of fifty- successful session.. With the interest, loyalty and
seven in the Sophomore and upper classes. industry which everyone has come to expect from

IIi the evening courses we have slightly over the Co-ops and their Faculty, these prospects will be
twenty-nine hundred students this year, or about fulfilled.
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A Few These few remarks, addressed to Dean Herman Schneider. The purpose of the course
Suggestions the members of the Class of '33, is that of allowing the students to gain a practical as

are meant to convey the purpose well as a book knowledge in the field in which they
of the Co-operative Course, some of the many advan- are interested. It also allows for the ambitious
tages which may be derived from it, and a few bits student to work his way through college, thus enab-
of advice taken from the experience and observation ling many worthy young men to attend school who
of upper-classemen. It is well to become acquainted otherwise would be excluded. It is one of Dr.
with the upper-classmen early, for they, as Co-ops, Schneider's basic conceptions that education in a
have all had varying experiences on the job, and in democracy should be so devised as to permit any
the classroom. You will find them willing to help person of brains and backbone to go as high as his
and encourage you. ability will permit; and, consequently, that colleges

The Co-operative system of education was insti- should recognize graduation of mental classes rather
tuted in the University of Cincinnati, in 1906, by than of social and financial classes. The co-opera-
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tive plan meets this requirement by opening the offered, it is logical to concede that those best quali-
same door to rich and poor alike, and by making the fied to speak are graduates of the Engineering Col-
survival of the fittest entirely a matter of diligence lege, who have met actual conditions in their fields,
and mental parts. and who are furthermore in a position to judge the

Always remember that you are here to educate College from an unbbiased viewpoint. With this
yourself and that classroom assignments are of most idea in mind it is our purpose here to present a
importance, and should be first in consideration. . syllabus of the critical opinions of those graduates of
Many drop by the wayside because they have failed the Engineering College who have been carrying
to prepare for the next day's class. Others fail evening courses as an adjunct to their previous
through their becoming discouraged, either with their courses of instruction. Those engineers electing
seemly inability to learn, or with the type of work evening courses tacitly acknowledge certain short-
they do while on the job. Discouragement and lapse comings and imperfections of the day engineering
of ambition do more to pull a man's grades down courses in so doing. We find that fifty-four graduate
than any other one thing. Study hard when you engineers were registered for evening courses in the
study, and play hard when you play. College of Engineering and Commerce for the year

Enter into all college activities with a true college 1927-1928.
spirit. However, there is a limit to the amount of Remembering, as Mark Twain put it, that "There
outside activities which one may carry along with are fools, damn fools and statisticians," the writer
his class assignments. Some can carry certain made an effort to supplement the cold facts of the
activities where others would fail, it is well to go care- registrar's office by personal interviews with the
fully at first. However, a certain amount aids in various graduates involved. The problem then was
developing yourself and training to meet with people to analyze the responses obtained and deduce the
and propositions, which will be of great value in the general trends of opinion therefrom. As in thera-
future. peutics, the diagnosis of the case is the all-important

Hobby Hour is included in the courses at the Engi- factor; the prescription for its remedy follows
neering College for the purpose of getting the student directly.
~nterested in .som.ething, other than just those sub- It was possible to reach only a little less than half
jects offered In hIs. c?urs:. Take a?vantage of t?e the graduates registered. The response of those
Hobby Hour, a~d JOl.nWIth ?thers "' ~our favorI.te men approached was hearty and spontaneous without
hobby, whether It be.literary, Jour~ahstIc, o~athletic. exception. In interviews with the men, several
Some form of athletics should be Indul~ed In, as o~ne questions were asked, covering: (1) reason for taking
?f the gr~atest ass.ets to~ollege education and train- the course; (2) whether the evening course came up
mg for h.fe work IS physlc~l fitness.. . to expectations; (3) whether or not the course taken

~ ou WIllbe placed on varIo~s ?utslde Jobs, ~ome of could justifiably be incorporated in the regular day
wh.lch you may thoroughly dislike; but don t be a curricula; (4) any special criticism of the College of
quitter. Some day you may be glad to have had Engineering and Commerce as regards curriculum.
t~at experience, the more varying the work ~r expe- In answer to (1), three men replied as taking night
rience, ~he "?roader one gets. The ~ourse w~Ich you studies with a view of direct application to their
are tak~ng IS broad and covers ~ubJects which may work, six chose subjects because of their general
at t~e tIme.seem unrel~ted, yet It may be these very engineering interest, and ten elected subjects because
subject, or Jobs, that will mean ~o much after. college. of their entirely general interest, or as a particular

The enrollment of Co-~peratIve studel'}-ts mcludes hobby. One man carried work of highly specialized
young men from all sectIOn~ of the. Umted States, engineering interest, and two replied as considering
and even from other countries. ThIS offers a good their subjects of general interest and possibly appli-
chance to hear of many pa~ts of the world, ~f ma.ny cable to their work also. Several of the men were
types of trades and professions, .Be .congemal with following organized schedules of evening work, while
yo~r ~lassmates; from them you WIllp~ck your c~ums a number mentioned their intention of continuing
while In college, and perhaps your business associates evening work in a more or less random way as a
afterwards. means of combating mental inertia. A few men had
As Viewed By Considerable interest in the or- failed to complete their evening courses for various
Graduates ganization and subject matter of reasons.

the various courses of the College In the criticism of the evening c~urses themselves,
of Engineering and Commerce has been manifested the almost unanimou~ verdict ,;,as th~t t~~ courses
in recent years. With discussion issuing from the were "c~mpletely ~atI~factory.. Re?hes In general
standpoint of both student and faculty, a number of were quite enthu~l~S~IC on this p~~nt .. Two men
important changes, indicative of progress, have been offered adverse criticisms that the subject matter
made. In the constructive criticism of the courses (Continued on page 30)
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Front Row (left to right) - H aroldBohl, Fred Waldman, Harry Aliick, William Climer, Frank Dost, John Schott, Captain, N orvin Fischer,
Frank Crampton, Eddie Mullen, Harry Bedell, Clarence Sidinger. Second Row - Coach R. George Babcock, Allen Johnson, Thomas
Stueve, Robert Schutte, Lloyd Hunt, John Laub, Freeman Crampton, John Thier, Russell Single, George Piau, Carlton Linejord, Coach Rice.
Third Row-Maurice Schulzinger, Robert Weaver, James Arbaugh, MedLutmerding, ScollY Kolp, Trainer, Clarence Arata, Millard
Smith, Edward Sharp, Ralph Bursiek. Fourth Row - Rolland North, Henry Thaman, George Larson, Ken Hunter, Joe Donnelly,
R. L. Rettinger, Myron Hubley, Sam Rogoff, Walter Rothschild, E. C. Cravener.

BEARCA T SCRAPPERS
By CHARLES T. HENDRICK, C. E.'31

I~I~ not luck, nor chance, nor pull, nor influence; 'Fhe team of 1?28 was built around Captain Schott,
It IS not vended by the merchant, endowed by Climer, Dost, FIscher and Waldman who are letter-

th~ philanthropist nor willed by the father to his son. men in school this year. There we~e at least three
W~t?In the confines of your own being you WIllfind men eligible to fill each position on the team and these
ability - that which enables ~ou t? perform efficIe~t were chosen from approximately sixty candidates.
serVIceand master a dominating situation. Such IS . . . .
the attitude of the men who are making sacrifices and Our sea~on culm;nates o~ T~anksgIVlng Day with
representing our university on the football gridiron. a battle with old ~Ivals, MIamI, who have .set a pre-

Every school is deeply interested in the success of cedent b~ scheduling t~e last g~me of theIr. fo~tball
its athletic teams. Their ability to earn creditable season with us at that Lime. SInce 1918 MIamI and
scores indicates strength, which in return brings Cincinnati have met in nine games. Of these, Cin-
praise and laurels to their alma mater. cinnati has won three games, lost five games and tied

Every student has a cherished desire to see the one.
team command a creditable showing in each of the Our team represents a large school and it has been
games that It plays. It IS understood that some of chosen from a large number of candidates who re-
the games scheduled are of greater importance than ported for tryouts. It is largely a new squad and
others, but a game lost at any time during the season 1" ht I • . . •
only illustrates the fact that the other team has be- ~ver~ges 19 t In welg?t .as comp~red WIth most of
come more adept, barring lucky breaks, t.han ours. ItS rivals. H~wever, It IS a fighting ~eam and one

The University of Cincinnati acquired, in 1927, a whose wo~k WIllkeep the spectators Interested a??
new coaching staff composed of George Babcock, the opposing team ?usy. They have wor~ed dlh-
head coach Elmon Vernier assistant coach and gently and have sacrificed much that they might earn
Frank Rice; trainer. Coach 'Babcock played tackle a coveted position on the team. It is therefore our
on Michigan's Big Ten team 'in 1923, 1924, and 1925. duty to them and to our school to support the team
In 1926 he was assistant coach at the University of to our utmost by being loyal boosters through loss
Akron. and victory alike.
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GRADE SEPARATION WHERE SUPER-HIGHWAYS MEET
By ELIHU GEER, C. E.'24

CONSTRUCTION is in progress on a super- strips, each forty feet in width, separated by a strip
highway grade separation at the intersection eighty-four feet in width, which is reserved for rapid

of Michigan Road and Southfield Road in Wayne transit. Traffic is very heavy on super-highways,
County, Michigan. In conjunction with this pro- and considerable convenience and safety is to be
ject, a grade separation between Southfield Road gained by the elimination of cross 'traffic.
and the Michigan Central Railroad is being con- The separation of grades accomplishes a large part
structed just south of Michigan Road, and about of the elimination, but the system of interchange of
eight hundred feet further south, a three-span, tee- traffic over the side drives removes the necessity of
beam bridge will be built to carry Southfield Road one vehicle crossing the path of another vehicle at
over the relocated channel of the Rouge River. this intersection.

The channel relocation was found necessary in To make a right turn, the motorist leaves the main
order to permit additional fill to be placed on the road before reaching the bridge, follows the side
railroad right-of-way without obstructing the present drive to the other main road, and joins the traffic
channel, and resulted in a desirable straightening of going in his new direction.
the course of the river. To make a left turn, the motorist crosses over or

These four projects were the outgrowth of relocat- under the bridge, as the case may be, turns right at
ing and extending Southfield Road. It was found the further side drive, follows it to the other main
that the topography on the new line would be well road, and again makes a right turn into traffic
suited to the scheme which is herewith pictured. headed in his new direction'.
By raising the Michigan Central Railroad and Michi- It was contemplated that side drives should nor-
gan Road about seven feet, and by excavating about mally meet the main roads about five hundred feet
thirteen feet for Southfield Road, the resulting grade from the intersection, but at Michigan Road and
line on Southfield Road is at the desired elevation Southfield Road, the southeast and southwest drives
for the crossing over the Rouge River. Further- are modified by the proximity of the Michigan Cen-
more, two of the side drives closely follow the original tral Railroad.
ground lines. The width of paving on side drives is thirty-six

Both Michigan Road 'and Southfield Road are feet. Islands are introduced at their intersections
super highways, 204 feet in width, having two paving with the main roads in order to divide the inbound
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and outbound traffic, and to assist pedestrians in permit interchange from one sidewalk to. another
crossing. without the inconvenience and danger involved in

It is contemplated that the corners enclosed by the crossing the paths of vehicles.
side drives will receive park treatment. Slopes will The superstructures of the Michigan Road bridges
be sodded and subdrained. A number of fine trees over the paving strips and rapid transit strip, are of
are being carefully handled during construction, and reinforced concrete, tee-beam construction. Simple
will stand as a feature of the natural beauty of the slabs are used over the sidewalks. Steel beams,
corner parks. encased in concrete, are introduced on the south

All pavement is of concrete, nine inches thick, bridge to carry an electric railway, which has been
with concrete curbs. It was planned that pavement omitted from the perspective drawing. The under-
in cuts should be laid on a gravel sub-base, with sub side of superstructure clears the pavement by a
drains running along the sewer. However, much of minimum of fifteen feet.
the soil has been found to be sufficiently porous to Hand rails consist of precast concrete spindles
permit the omission of these items. with top and bottom runners cast in place. End

Pavements will be drained by gutter inlets and a posts and intermediate posts likewise will be cast in
.storm sewerage system which will drain by gravity place.
into the Rouge River. Reinforced concrete culvert It is proposed to install a boulevard lighting system
pipe is being used for all pipe twelve inches and more for main roads and side drives. In addition, each of
in diameter. During the period of settlement of the four stairways will be lighted by a cluster of
fill in the old channel, the outlet pipe will discharge lamps at the head. The four interior corners of the
into the old channel at the side of the fill. bridges will carry single standard lamps.

The highway structures are designed for twenty- Telephone, telegraph and power lines are carried
four-ton trucks with, twenty-five per cent impact. along the decks in encased conduits. A 42-inch
Concrete is designed by water-cement ratio for a water main was built under Southfield Road before
strength of 3,000 pounds per square inch at twenty- the grade separation work was started. No other
eight days. Reinforcement bars are deformed bars utilities were involved ..
of intermediate grade. Joint committee specifica- Eastbound traffic on Michigan Road is being
tions were used for concrete design. routed over the westbound strip during the construe-

A feature of the substructure is the combined tion of the south bridge. Upon its completion, the
abutment and pier, in which the pier between side- south bridge will carry eastbound traffic and the
walk and paving strip is built upon a common footing electric railway, while westbound traffic will follow
with the corresponding abutment shaft. Piers are of the northeast and northwest drives until the com-
reinforced concrete, and have clear openings of pletion of the north bridge.
sixteen feet between columns. For the enhancement Plans for this separation were prepared by and
of the appearance, the girders spanning these open- construction is under the supervision of the Board
ings are built in the form of elliptical arches. of Wayne County Road Commissioners: William F.

Wing walls are parallel to Michigan Road, and are Butler, Chairman; Edward N. Hines; Commissioner;
of the reinforced concrete cantilever type. Along John S. Haggerty, Commissioner; Leroy C. Smith,
the face of each wing is built a stairway which will Engineer-Manager;H.A. Shuptrine, Bridge Engineer.
serve pedestrian traffic in the same manner in which The Mark R. Hanna Company is the general con-
the side drives will serve vehicular traffic, i. e., to tractor.
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HIGH VOLTAGE ALTERNATING CURRENT ARCS
AND MANUFACTURED LIGHTNING

DECENT experiments carried out in the high-
.f'\... voltage engineering laboratory of the General
Electric Company, at Pittsfield, Mass., have resulted
in the production of pressures as high as 3,600,000
volts, according to an article in the General Electric
News. A specially-designed generator stores up
static electricity in artificial clouds, and when the
proper pressure is reached, it is discharged in a
blinding flash of artificial lightning. Such sparks
are of but a few millionths of a second in duration,
but they apparently produce all the effects of real
lightning.

ray oscillograph. The device was perfected in one
of the company's laboratories at Schenectady.

In his A. I. E. E. address, Mr. Peek also said that
it had been possible to observe voltages of more than
5,000,000 from the open end of a 3,000,000 volt line.
He explained that just as water waves splash up to

'High Voltage Alternating Current

double height when they strike a wall, so lightning
waves splash up to double pressure when they strike
the open end of a line.

High-Voltage Alternating Current Arcs
.Beautiful lace-work effects are produced in photo-

graphs of alternating current arcs. The accompany-
ing picture, taken in a laboratory of the Westing-
house Electric Company, is an excellent example.
The arc is on a sixty-cycle circuit, at about one hun-
dred thousand- volts. It was struck between two
needle points approximately two feet apart.

The interesting lace- effects are caused by the
separate current paths through the air. In this pic-
ture, it is possible to trace some thirty distinct paths
at anyone place on the ar.c. Knowing the time of
exposure of the picture to be about a quarter of a
second, we may discover whether the camera is ly-
ing. In a quarter of a second, the sixty-cycle current
made fifteen complete round trips, or thirty separate
and individual trips from point to point. This is
just what the camera tells us.

Such experimental studies are doing much to in-
crease the scientist's knowledge of the nature of
electricity. New electrical equipment is being de-
signed, and research work is the forerunner of new
apparatus.

A Flash of Artificial Lightning

Mr. F. W. Peek, in charge of the work, explained
his experiments before a convention of the A. I. E. E.
He said, "The object of the study is to secure scien-
tific information on the nature of electricity and to
obtain further engineering information on the pro-
tection of life and property against lightning, to build
transformers, transmission lines, and other electrical
apparatus to resist lightning voltages."

The wave shape of these high voltages has been
very accurately m.easured by an instrument using a
beam of electrons as a pointer, known as a cathode
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"The Old Order Changeth"

THE CANAL COM'ES OF AGE
By CARL HEYEL, E.E.'31

DURING the early days of October, some time
before rthe appearance of thi,issue of The

Co-operative Engineer, Cincinnati celebrated the
completion of 'her most magnificent thoroughfare.
Where once the old disused canal stretched its stag-
nant and unsightly way, there now extends a wide
and beautiful boulevard. Co-operative students of
the University should be especially interested in the
dedication of Central Parkway, for, as the accom-
panying articles suggest, they played no small part
in building this wide artery of which Cincinnati is
so proud.

It is a coincidence of which many are probably not
aware that the dedicatory ceremonies took place just
one hundred years after a parallel civic event, for it
was in 1828 that the sixty-seven mile link of the
Miami Canal between Dayton and this city was com-
pleted to the head of Main Street. Notables present

on that occasion were Governor Brown, DeWitt
Clinton, the canal magnate from the east, Dr. Daniel
Drake, most enthusiastic of the early advocates of
the canal, D. 'Mansfield, and others. What changes
those hundred years have wrought! These men
could not know that the project to which Cincin-
natians had given their best endeavors would enjoy
but a comparatively short period of usefulness.

The advent of the railroads into Cincinnati in the
early thirties of course presaged the doom of the
canal as an artery of commercial importance. But
it did not die a sudden death. Many of the. older
residents of this city can tell you something of traffic
on the canal during their day. There were regular
passenger lines, and even canal-boat excursions.
The writer himself can remember an occasional-barge,
towed by mules plodding along the bank on the old
"towpath." But by that time the canal along its
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"Yielding Place to New"

'"entire length through the city presented a picture of city - future bankers, lawyers, engineers - made
shoddy decadence. The water was always turbid periodic treks to the old canal to renew their supply
and green. The canal itself was used as a sort of of pet tadpoles. Once in a blue moon the old iron
unsightly back yard by the factories it skirted. The mechanical bridge at Mohawk - resident students
Rev. Chas. F. Goss, in his "Queen City," remarks may remember it - was raised amid a crunching' of
with what one imagines a tender sigh, "A feeling of gears and a clang of chains. It was no drawbridge,
sadness and insecurity steals upon the mind when for it went straight up like an elevator. Pedestrians
reading of the sacrifices which our predecessors made were allowed to stand on the bridge for the ride.
to secure t'hbse instruments and vehicles of progress, The writer experienced this thrill at an extremely
the wrecks of which we are seeing along the pathway tender age. And then, of course, the canal assumed
of Advancing Civilization; but we must console our- the importance of a racial boundary line, for to the
selves by thinking that they served their generation east of it, downtown, was that region referred to as
and that they have been replaced by others better "Over the Rhine," including seidels of Pilsener, a
suited to the present needs." Is this a prophecy? Mannerehor, and all that sort of thing. Perhaps a
We trust that history will not repeat itself in this reminiscent picture will be permitted here. D-. J.
instance. Kenny, writing in 1875, says, "The visitor leaves

But though bustling activity had departed, a cer- behind him at almost a single step the rigidity of the
tain romance still lingered along the murky waters. American, the everlasting hurry and worry of the
Almost every bridge gave protection to groups of insatiate race for wealth, the inappeasable thirst of
boys who did not believe in microbes and braved the Dives, and enters at once into the borders of a people
wrath of their local gendarme by making the old more readily happy, more readily contented, more
canal their swimming hole. Boys from allover the easily pleased, far more closely wedded to music and
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the dance, to the song and life of the bright open air.
. . . . The people are German, their faces are
German, their manners and customs are German,
their very gossip is German. They dance the Ger-
man waltz, as none but the Germans can, they sit
long over their foaming beer, ever and again shaking
it round their glass with that peculiar circular motion
which none but the German can impart to the bever-
age he loves."

Withal, the canal preserved a certain aura. But
there was to be a great transition. The water was to
be drained, a subway and boulevard to be built, and
the houses along its length were to be dressed up.
In the "Report to the City of Cincinnati on a Rapid
Transit Railway," submitted by the Beeler Organiza-
tion of New York, one finds a section devoted to a
brief history of the Rapid Transit Project, an abstract
of which is here presented:

In the days when the electric interurban lines were
becoming an increasingly important factor in the
development of cities, the enterprising citizens of
Cincinnati felt that if the city were to continue to
prosper and enojy its full share of commercial activity
with other large cities of the Middle West, it must
provide high speed entrance and exit facilities for
its interurban service. In March, 1912, the City
Council authorized the Mayor to appoint an Inter-
urban Rapid Transit Commission. An engineer
selected by the Commission submitted a report incor-
porating four alternate plans for a rapid transit line,
together with estimates of the cost. In 1916 the
Chief Engineer of the Rapid Transit Commission
submitted a report showing the results of a complete
transportation survey, using the route considered
under Scheme Four. In 1916the Council authorized
the issuance of $6,000,000 of bonds for the construc-
tion of a rapid transit line. Previously $100,000had
been appropriated from other sources for preliminary
engineering work. But about the time the city was

. ready to start construction work the United States
entered the World War. The war resulted in doub-
ling labor and material cost. This, however, was only
part of the misfortune in store for the project, for
before it could be completed the rapid development
of the automobile practically put the interurban lines
out of business, thus eliminating the requirement it
was originally planned to fulfill; but since the funds
appropriated could be used for no other purpose,
construction was continued with the idea that it
could eventually be used to advantage as a rapid
transit line for high speed city service. Furthermore,
the subway portion at least had to be built in order
to make possible the construction of the new Park-
way and Boulevard over it, the latter having been
provided for by a separate bond issue.

It should be explained that the Beeler Organiza-
tion was employed by the Commission in 1926 to
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make a complete survey of the internal transporta-
tion system of our city, with special reference to the
Rapid Transit project, before any negotiations were
entered into with any party for the lease of the Rapid
Transit system. The subway itself has not been

The Transition Stage
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entirely completed. Construction on it was stopped
during 1927 because the funds appropriated for it
had been expended.

The Parkway itself is now completed to Brighton.
From Sycamore to Liberty Streets there are two
thirty-six-foot roadways, two fourteen-foot side-
walks, and a central park space fifty feet wide,planted
with grass and shrubbery, and having a walk down
the center. At night it is resplendent with a com-
plete white way boulevard system of lighting.

The dedication of the newly-completed Parkway
was one of the most elaborate civic events in the his-
tory of our city. The first day was known as Civic
and Governmental Day. There were dedicatory
addresses delivered from the plaza of the Court
House by representatives of the city and county
administrations, by the Lieutenant Governor, and
by members of the Park Board and Rapid Transit
Board. A feature of the parade was a series of floats
by the Community Chest and a Pageant of Trans-
portation, showing Indians on horseback, a stage
coach, high-wheeled bicycles, and government air-
planes. On the second day, which was known as
Young Cincinnati Day, there was a parade of
Boy and Girl Scouts, Camp Fire Girls, children of
public and parochial schools, and contingents from
the University of Cincinnati and St. Xavier College,
followed by a historical pageant of thirty-five floats.
On the third day there were parades by the various
fraternal organizations of the city.

Thus with due pomp and display did Cincinnati
celebrate the coming of age of her old canal and its
"towpath."
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Two Co-ops were setting curb stakes one crisp
morning in early spring. A twelve-pound sledge

hammer swung in a large circle and descended with
a thud upon an oak stake. The stake went down
perceptibly. The axeman paused. "Ernie, wanta
hear some poetry?"

"Shoot."
"Central Parkway was a ditch 0' mud

As useless as a biscuit, .
Then the workmen got out their tools

And went to work to fix it."
"As a poet you'd make a good hodcarrier," re-

torted the level-man. "In the first place, a biscuit
is a very useful animal, an' in the second place what
has a biscuit to do with this mudhole?"

"Well, 'biscuit' is the only thing that'll rhyme
with 'fix it,' and still make sense."

They were interrupted by a portly man on the
dirt sidewalk. He wore a black hat, a black over-

The North Pier

coat, a sandy moustache, and an agreeable smile, in
addition to other necessary apparel. He was the
possessor of a red nose and redder cheeks.

"We gates," quoth he, "iss youse poys surweyors?"
"Yessir," answered the Co-ops in unison, where-

upon they hitched up their belts and wiped the mud
from one boot to the other.

THE BAYMILLER STREET FOOT BRIDGE
BY CLIFFORD c. TABOR, c. E.'31

The gentleman with the red cheeks made a gesture
indicating the parkway and added, "I kin rememper
ven dot vas der Rhine," to which the boys responded
with smiles, i. e., one smile each.

"Down two tent's," commanded Ernie, as he
observed the rod. The sledge again described an
arc. The obs.erver passed on. "I kin rememper
ven dis vas der Rhine," repeated the axeman, as the
light of the statement dawned upon him.

The transformation of the stagnant and little-
used Miami-Erie Canal into a subway and boulevard

The Completed Bridge

is a well-known story in the progress of Cincin~ati.
The "Rhine," as the canal was popularly known in
this German-settled city, is now a parkway-boulevard
that any metropolis would be proud to own.

As the Rapid Transit and Central Parkway have
been very well discussed from the standpoint of
engineering and civic progress, minor but important
details of their construction now receive attention.
Over the old canal at the head of Baymiller Street
there was once a wooden bridge, taking care of pedes-
trian traffic from Central Avenue to MnMicken
Avenue, or vice versa, the nearest bridges on either
side being at Mohawk Place and Brighton. In the
planning of the new boulevard, the designers saw
that automobile traffic on this curved stretch would
be as fast as the law allowed, there being no inter-
secting streets. Therefore, either a compulsory stop
must be enforced at Baymiller Street, or crossing on
foot at that point would be a-gamble, with the odds
favoring the motorist. A compulsory, stop would be
very impractical, and as Public School No. 26, on
McMicken Avenue, brings many students from Cen-
tral Avenue and southward, the risk to school chil-
dren would be too great. Steps from Baymiller to
Parkway and from Parkway to McMicken would
have to be erected anyway, so the sensible conclusion
was that a bridge should be built. As a result, there
now stands over Central Parkway "at Baymiller
Street, a reinforced concrete footbridge, constructed
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at an approximate cost to the Rapid Transit Commis-
sion of $7,000.

The main span is sixty-six feet long, center to cen-
ter of piers, and seven feet three inches wide, includ-
ing the one-foot railings. The short span between
the north main pier and the wall pier is twenty-eight
feet, center to center. The minimum clearance
above the pavement is fifteen feet.

The Construction Gang

\,) t "'"

The two main piers, steps, and the span were
constructed without particular difficulties. Not
until the little, apparently insignificant, wall pier at
the north end was reached did the contractor and
engineer meet the "Jonah" of the job. Incidentally,
it maybe noted that many such minor problems were
encountered all along the line of the Central Park-
way.

It was known that a 44-inch brick sewer lay almost
directly beneath the center line of the bridge and
under the subway tube. The footings of the two
main piers were built around the sewer in such a
way that very little weight rested upon it. In each
instance the sanitary conduit passes through the
concrete footings at a point such that the flowline is
approximately one and one-half feet above the
bottom of the footing.

Approximately twenty feet north of the north
main pier is a manhole to this sewer. Into this man-
hole from the north runs the sewer at an angle of
approximately forty-five degrees with the horizontal.
This steep grade is maintained' for a horizontal
distance of twelve feet, before which a reasonable
grade of the sewer is maintained. On either side of
the sewer are old stone walls, their faces being in the
approximate line of the pier.

Excavation was made between the corners of the
walls and the sewer was found' to exist as above
stated, which was not in accordance with the blue-
prints. Original data showed' the conduit entering
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the manhole at an approximate angle of ten degrees
with the horizontal and also stated that this cylin-
drical sanitary subway was only three feet in diam-
eter. The walls, being slightly more than four feet
apart, allowed ample room, according to the blue-
print, to build the footing around the sewer, as had
been done in the case of the other two footings. But
the fact that the sewer had been installed at a grade
of one hundred percent and that it touched the walls
on either side, changed matters considerably. To
build the footing on the sewer was obviously out of
the question, to break into the walls and build around
the sewer would invite the collapse of those ancient
pieces of masonry, but to rebuild the sewer and place
the footing on it in such a way that there would be
little tendency for the footing to slide - ah, that was
reasonable. In fact, it was constructed so that the
sewage merely flows through a reduced rectangular
box that is part of the footing.

The excavated hole was very much like a well, the
walls enclosed the east and west sides, the manhole
was imposed on the south, the rising sewer was on
the north. 'I'he walls were braced against each
other with timbers, making it impossible for more
than one man at a time to work in the hole. To
work in a muddy two-by-twice hole on a sultry sum-
mer day with the invigorating aroma of a sanitary
sewer filling one'seyes, lungs, and stomach was not
the most popular position on the job. To make the
situation perfect, as far as handicaps are concerned,
a bottling works on McMicken Avenue discharged
hot water into the sewer every afternoon, beginning
at one o'clock. With the first rush of hot water
came clouds of steam and following the first cloud of
steam to rise from the sixteen-foot excavation came
the lone laborer. Consequently, several workmen
left the job rather than work in that hole, although
the foreman did not insist on their remaining for a
steam bath.

In spite of all handicaps, however, morning labor
and frequent shifts broke out the sewer from the
manhole to the bend, with the exception of a small
strip along the flow line. A sheet-iron trough was
inserted to carry the sewage during construction of
the "reducer." Two sets of forms were placed on
edge on the remaining floor of the sewer (see BB' and
CC' in plan view of drawing) facing out. They
were braced against each other, forty-four inches
apart at the upper end and twenty inches at the
manhole. The sets were forty-four inches in height
at the upper end and thirty inches at the manhole.
Concrete was poured outside these, filling the space
to the walls and outward from the center a reasonable
distance at the end next to the manhole past the
walls. .Connections were made at the manhole and
at the bend were made by hand. Notches were made
in the concrete at the tops of the forms in which cross
pieces were placed after the side forms were removed.
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Two-by-ten -planks were laid on these cross pieces, Two Co-ops were sprawled against the railing of
thus .forming a "roof" to the box-like reducer. the Baymiller Street footbridge one cool evening in

. These planks were left in place after the concrete late summer. They smoked their briar pipes and
was poured, as there was practically no means of watched the racing automobiles pass underneath.
removing them. The moon appeared above Mt. Auburn.

Upon this second pouring of concrete, a step for- "Nice boulevard we built, Ernie," observed the
mation was made (see drawing) the full width of the lankier of the two.
footing. This was allowed to set up. Much of the "Yeh," replied Ernie, "nice bridge, too."
tendency of the footing to slide down the sewer and They were interrupted by a portly man in a black
push through the manhole was eliminated by this hat and black overcoat. "We gates," quoth he, "diss
step formation. Forms were put up, the steel was iss a nice britch."
tied in, and the remainder of the footing was poured "Yessir," answered the Co-ops in unison.
without handicap or mishap. The pier itself was They were silent for a moment, then the man made
handled in like manner and the entire pier was ready a gesture indicating the parkway and added, "I kin
for the span. . . . . . . . . . rememper ven dot vas der Rhine."

FORESTALLING DAMAGE SUITS
A Special Phase of the Central Parkway Construction

By GEORGE F. BELLOWSt C. E.'30

INTHE construction of public utilities, the engi- It is with problems of this very nature that the
neer is confronted with some problems not only Rapid Transit Commission of the City of Cincinnati

interesting, but also in many ways difficult to solve. has had to deal with in the construction of the sub-
Many of these develop into lawsuits that are not only way and Central Parkway. In the downtown
costly to the individual, but also to the local, state or districts they have had to plan for the awarding of
county government, and even to the contractor on damages to the owners of buildings along the right
the work. In a large percentage of these cases, if of way, that may have been affected by the change
proper plans had been laid and the usual precautions
taken prior to the time of construction, much money
and debating would have been saved.

Perhaps the particular group most often affected
by these problems are the departments of the city,
county, state or, in some instances, the federal
government. The decision to construct a public
building, a new street, or some public utility will
necessitate the acquisition of private property, either
through agreement or through condemnation pro-
ceedings should no effective settlement be made
with the owner. There is a very large percentage
of property holders who are adverse to all kinds of
public improvement when it is apt to affect their own
private holdings. This type 'of person is sure to
make trouble for the engineer on the job. He will
be bothered by petty complaints, threatened by the
indignant property owner who has perhaps had a
few square feet of sidewalk chipped, or the lady who
is highly incensed over the removal of a picket from
the back fence, or even the benefited owner of a low
lot will register a healthy kick, because the engineer
freely brought the level of his lot to the grade of the
improvement by filling in without cost to the owner.
It is for minor problems such as these that the engi-
neer has to devise a scheme that will save the most
time and money.

Plate I -Locating an Old Crack

'\,J
in grade, the widening of the walk, or even in con-
struction work. A fixed valuation had to be placed
upon each building in order that the owners of a cer-
tain area bounded by certain lines would pay the
cost of the improvement on the basis of the increased
valuation given to their property as a result of the
improvement.
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The chief causes of damages with which the Com-
mission had to deal were those resulting from con-
struction activities, weather, slides from unavoidable
causes and construction work, negligence on the part
of the contractor in watching private property and on
the part of the owner in not taking steps to.as far as

weather and was already eaten away a foot or so
above the ground before the work of construction
had begun. By the use of one picture, money and

argumen'f'" w~e both saved and the evidence was in-
disputable.

In the case of retaining walls the procedure is
exactly the same as with the exterior of buildings.

Plate II - Conclusive Evidence

possible, protect his property. Bad constru8tioit of
the buildings or properties themselves was another
leading cause that was found quite often.

In solving many of the problems, the Rapid Tran-
sit Commission has employed the use of photography,
an art with which all engineers are fairly familiar.
Through the work of Mr. William Boone, to whom
the author is indebted for the accompanying pictures,
all buildings between the intersection of the Parkway
and Broadway Street, and Twelfth and Parkway,
have been fully photographed.

A picture was taken of each building and separate
views taken of all cracks, doorways, unsubstantial
gratings or doors, and any other imperfections that
might be noted in the building and which might
cause a debate in the future. Plates III and IV
will given an example of this. Each of the imperfec-
tions was noted on the plate by a white arrow and
then the plate was filed for future use, should argu-
ments of any kind arise as to damage to the property
in question. In taking these views a small scale was
placed beside the crack or whatever was being noted,
in order to give a basis for com.parison and to make
the data in the picture more accurate and more com-
plete. In Plate IV a rain spout may be observed
in the foreground. An argument arose recently be-
tween an owner and the engineer as to whether or not
one of similar design was destroyed. The com-
plainant claimed damages on the -ground that the
spout had been destroyed by the contractors, and
he thought that the city should build him a new
one. The picture file was brought into use and it
was found that the spout had been rusted by the

Plate IV - Cracks Caused by Slides

A plateUis made of the wall before any work is done,
and from this an accurate conception may be gained
as to the amount of damage, should there be any at
all.
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Plates III and IV show the result of construction of all work done to a certain date and of all properties,
.of the Rapid Transit in the vicinity of Marshall all damaged properties and other information neces-
Avenue. The excavation for the Rapid Transit has sary to prevent a large number of lawsuits and argu-
caused the hillside to slip and in turn to necessitate ments.
the abandonment of many homes that have been Permanent records are made of these finished
rendered untenantable through these slides. Photo- photos, they are indexed, filed away and are easily
graphs have been taken from time to time and the accessible at any time that they are needed to furnish
advance of the slips has been noted. The first plate the evidence to back up the engineer's word.
shows the ground just beginning to slip and the other
shows the front of a house seamed with great cracks
and slowly settling away from the remainder of the
building.

All other buildings in this vicinity have been photo-
graphed both inside and out, and any other buildings
that are thought to be in danger from slides or other
damages. A picture was taken of each room in each

Plate V -Exterior View

house or enough of each room to insure the inclusion
of all the cracks and imperfections in the room.
These were all noted on the plates by arrows as
shown in V and VI. If the owner decides sometime
in the future that he should be given some damages,
the pictures will be taken from the file and a compari-
son will be made. . If there are any new cracks and
the owner is able to prove that they were a direct
result of damage from construction or contributing
causes, he will be awarded sufficient damages to the
property.

Photography is not only employed in the recording
of buildings and similar cases, but it is also used to
denote the progress of the work at the end of regular
intervals. In this way a permanent record is made

Plate VI - Interior Cracks
\l w:,

One can see the advantages of this latest adapta-
tion of photography to the uses of industry. For it,
as the oft-repeated adage puts it, "figures do not lie,"
so much the more than, can the photographic pic-
tures of actual conditions or developments be relied
upon for the truth. In innumerable cases can costly
court actions be avoided or check-mated, for pros-
pective claimants for large amounts of money to
indemnify imagined damages would have little
desire to face exhibits A and B in the form of photo-
graphs that give exact portraiture of conditions as
they were and are. One must also consider the
important fact that the use of photography can
eliminate a great deal of clerical work.

Many of the pictures taken in connection with the
work on the Central Parkway and subway found an
unexpected use later on for the purpose of publicity.
This is an important consideration, for in many
projects, especially those of a public utility nature,
the time may come when a complete exposition to
the community interested will be necessary, and
pictures speak a universal language.
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OUR MODERN ABSTRACT ART
A Glance Across the Centuries

By D. J. DRISCOLL, A. A.'31

IREALLY believe that there is something in our
modern so-called abstract art, even though it is

almost impossible to get it past the U. S. customs
inspectors as art. It is generally considered a brain
storm on canvas or in clay, or an attempt to be
different at- any cost and therefore not worthy of
consideration.

But there is one thing that we cannot deny and
that is that there are some painters and sculptors
who continue to turn out these works and the pro-
duction rate seems to be on the increase.

Very probably if we could place this new art as a
part of our natural evolution, it would not seem so
strange to us. Usually, when we run upon something
that is new and that we do not understand, we try

A Storm Concretely Expressed

to place it by measuring it by some old 'tried ~nd
trusted standards. This seems like a logical pro-
cedure, especially if we have any faith in the old
adage that there' is nothing new under the sun.

We should be able to do this with our modern ab-
stract art. The first' question that presents itself to

us is, "What are they driving at; to what end do
they strive?" Some of the upholders of abstract
art tell us that they are trying to get across the idea
with as little material impediment as possible.

This thought is not by any means a new one, for
Emerson, in his essay on art written between 1841

A Storm in the Abstract

and ~447"'"says,"the painter should give the sugges-
tion of a fairer creation than we know. The details,
the prose of nature, he should omit and give us only
the spirit and splendor. He will give the gloom of
gloom and the sunshine of sunshine." And as we
look back over the great works of art of the past we
will find that the creators of these have all obeyed
this rule. They had first conceived of an idea and
then bent their every effort to make it stand out
above all else in their finished work. In striving to
make this idea stand out enough they were forced to
do away with much of "the prose of nature" or that
part of nature which was not adapted to their needs.

Another principle that has been found to hold
through all the ages is that the artist's surrounding
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conditions gives his work" certain distinctive char-
acteristics.

The Egyptians, influenced by a religion that held
the after life as the only thing to live for, b~ilt great
somber, massive tombs for themselves.

The Chaldeans, living in a land of mud and astrol-
ogers, built stair-like ziggurats of mud brick from
which to watch the stars.

The ravishing Assyrian portrayed his conquests
on the walls of his palace in colored tile.

The Cretans, living on an island in the Mediter-
ranean Sea, and depending on the sea for a livelihood,
decorated with octopus and wave designs.

The Greeks, worshiping the human form, pro-
duced the finest examples of figure sculpture ever
done.

The Romans, doting on luxury, pomp and power,
covered everything with borrowed Greek designs.

And so through all the ages, in the Gothic, the
Renaissance, and the more modern styles, the sur-
rounding conditions have' shown in the art of the
time.

Now our modern abstractism with the idea of,
eliminating the unnecessary, can well be the result
of our modern short cut methods of doing things.
Our radios, air transportation, multiple production,
efficiency devices, and less dogmatic views of religion
must have some effect on our art.

To quote Emerson again, "No man can quite
emancipate himself from his age and country or P170-

duce a model in which the education, the religion, the
politics, usages and the arts of his time shall have
no share."

If this is true our modern art must express the age
in which it is being produced even though the artist
does his utmost to do something entirely different.

If we grant, then, that abstractism is a perfectly
logical type of art brought about by the natural pro-'
cesses of evolution, we have yet to understand the
method of the abstractist in presenting a subject.

One of the examples used to illustrate the method
was this: There is a storm raging-the skyis dark and
on the top of a hill,' the trees, twisted by the wind,
can be seen silhouetted against the sky. The ab-
'stractist in painting this makes the trees much
darker than they really are. He makes them much

Greek Gothic Amer·ican

more twisted and gnarled and brings them into'sharp-
er contrast with the sky behind. He may carry this
so far that his finished picture will bear no resem-
blance to the natural scene at all.

He cuts out all things from the natural scene that
have no value in depicting the idea he wishes to

A Modernistic Venus

express and retains and exaggerates all the features
that help. He strives to separate what he sees in
the storm from the bewildering variety that sur-
rounds it and presents it to us in an isolated and
amplified form.

From this explanation we gather that abstractism
is simply ultra-impressionism. Impressionism even
now is almost universally accepted and there was a
time when it was frowned at by some and ridiculed
by others. And who can tell, perhaps in a decade or
two we shall 'be admiring works for their "feeling'
and "technique" that bear a very strong resemblance
to our Brancusi's of today.
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the histories, Sparta seemed to be inhabited by a set
of automatons. On the other hand, Miss Mitchison
does not idealize Spartans, as one can easily imagine.
She has merely woven a series of interesting, likeable
stories about them, Her stories make one see Sparta
still as the machine that turned out soldiers, but she
goes a little deeper and introduces one to the indi-
viduals, and very interesting people they turn out
to be, under her skillful fingers. It is a very good
book to read for a real insight to Greek life; and it
would make splendid supplementary reading to a
Greek history course.

"Wintersmoon"
Hugh Walpole

Hugh Walpole has added another thoroughly like-
able book to his already interesting list. In "Win-
tersmoon" one finds a good story, and real people,
and an easy style of writing, a trio which one finds
seldom together. The old Duke and his grandson
are particularly well characterized; you will quite
fall in love with the little boy. The book is by no
means a sequel to Walpole's other London novels,
but it will be doubly interesting to anyone who has
read them since one meets old friends again, for some
of his older characters appear in this work. It's a
good book, and doubtless will be rated a good book
for a long, long time.

"The Almost Perfect State"
Don Marquis

It is a popular conception that if you don't know
your Shakespeare, you don't know tragedy. We
would tell you that if you don't know Don Marquis,
you simply haven't any idea of enjoyment. And
this book is, I think, the "best yet." Mr. Marquis
doesn't believe in a Perfect State. Look at Lucifer,
he counsels us. If that isn't conclusive proof that
human beings cannot endure perfection, then there
is no such thing as conclusive proof. No wonder,
no wonder at all. Mr. Marquis gives us detailed
information about his "almost" perfect state, and
about its government for a matter of a dozen or so
chapters, and then he admits that before humans can
endure even a state approaching the perfect, we
must become correspondingly perfect ourselves; and..
of course, once we have become perfect, no state or
government at all will be necessary! There is only

Among the Recent Books
BY SELMA HERMAN

"The Diary of Samuel Sewall"
Samuel Sewall

Samuel Sewall is the American Pepys. He lived
prior to the American Revolution, and he has left us
a remarkable picture of his own life. He was one of
the judges in the Salem witch trial. He led an inter-
esting and varied life, and it has lost nothing through
the telling. He tells us about his married life, and
when, in later years, he is left a widower, he decides
to marry again, and the story of his pursuit of the
"lady," is humorous in the extreme. When he goes
to call on Mistress Winthrop, he takes her only half
a pound of glazed almonds, because "my treatment
at her hands in meeting last night was unseemly
altogether, or I should have taken her a pound."
And then after and in spite of all those almonds she
·turned him down! We hear something about the
failings of the weaker sex. But manlike, he soon
finds another whose virtues surpassed those of Mrs.
Winthrop, and. who had a larger fortune into the
bargain, and his diary ends in all tranquility.

"Debonair"
Gertrude Stern

Debonair is the story of a modern, one might al-
most' say, ultra-modern, young lady. And how well
she deserves the soubriquet, "Debonair!" She is an
excellent example of our generation - flaunting new
freedom, glad of it, despising the old traditions, dis-
trusting all things that are not absolutely new - and
yet, obstinately and tenaciously clinging to certain
old ideals 'and standards. Oh, they'll never admit
it, neither did Debonair admit it, but it is quite true
nevertheless. For there are some things which time
neither kills nor changes, and beneath all the camou-
flage of "modernity" that Miss Stern builds around
her characters, it is really of these old changeless
things that she writes. It's a book that you will like,
and like to recommend.

"Black Sparta"
Naomi M itchison

What a relief it is to pick up a book which divests
the Spartans of much of the stiff and unhuman name
which the centuries have given them. For after all,
the Spartans were people; they were human; and no
matter how rigorous a training a human being re-
ceives, he still remains at least part human. And in
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one stipulation which Mr. Marquis insists upon: In
the Almost Perfect State, there shall be absolutely no
beans. Beans, he assets, beans and beans alone,
have been responsible for the downfall of all hitherto
great civilizations, and Mr. Marquis does not propose
that they shall be the downfall of his. His proof of
the malignity of beans is touching and quite final.
And all through his book, he puts little pithy sayings,
which he variously entitles, "Motto for above your
desk," "Wise Assertion," "Maxim," and often, as if
the book were a debate, he includes a "Query" and a
"Dignified Rejoinder." One of his mottoes follows:

In the summer, spring and fall,
I do not like to work at all.
In winter, as you may have guessed,
My favorite indoor sport is rest.

"Opinions of a Cheerful Yankee"
. Irving Bacheller

One has to search diligently and long in this newest
book by Mr. Bacheller before one finds much of his
customary wit. This author has built for himself a
wide popularity, but he cannot hope to sustain that
popularity with books such as this one. It is not so
much a collection of opinions of a cheerful Yankee
as it is a collection of mild and rather insipid sermons.
Mr. Bacheller gives us a great deal of advice in this
book - how to be happily married; how to write
letters of advice to a son at college; why men do not
go to church; and so on. The funny part about it is
that the author is quite serious! And in being ser-
ious, he misses being Irving Bacheller, the light-
hearted, gay, and laughing humorist we all like.

"In the Beginning"
Alan Sullivan

Take a setting of the Pleothistic age - an age of
mammoths and dinosaurs and huge sloths and lizards
and prehistoric people, just as they all existed their
thousands of years ago; put into the midst an old
professorish man, his charming daughter, and her two
suitors. Mix well, as the recipe book has it, and the
result? Well, in Mr. Sullivan's hands, the result is
fascinating, not only in plot and situation, but in
character delineation and analysis. At the very
least, the book gives reality to these impossible
skeletons one sees in the museum, and that is a great
deal. Impossible as the whole thing is, yet the
author has so carefully explained the whole situation
that it seems quite reasonable. It's an exciting
book, and an interesting one.

"The House of Fulfillment"
L. Adams Beck

If you have never heard of that strange Hindoo
religion called Yogism, then you will find strange

things indeed, in this story. But if you know a bit
about the Yogi, then you will like to read this book
for its simplicity in explaining the meaning of this
cult. Certainly, a Norwegian sculptress, an English
artist, and a few other English people of the nobility,
will furnish enough interesting material for any book,
and when theyare placed in the midst of the mysteri-
ous influence which belongs to India, they acquire
a new significance and a fresh interest. Mrs. Beck,
however, does her best bit of work in this novel
in the characterization of the old Yogi priests, nota-
bly Habidas, who seems to be an old friend of the
reader long before the close of the book. And if the
book seems to become somewhat illogical, and out
of the author's grasp, it must be remembered that
all this is far-off, and mystical, India.

"Trader Horn"
Edited by Mrs. E. Lewis

Trader Horn is a real, honest-to-goodness, living
old man - Alfred Aloysius Horn on the roll call-
who has actually experienced all the interesting
things he tells you about in his book. He writes in
the queerest old-world style imaginable; that alone
makes the book worth the reading. But the queer
and often weird tale of Africa, with an embellishing
thread of romance running through it, is an added
incentive. Thus we have an interesting book,
written by a most unusual author, sponsored by
Mrs. Ethelreda Lewis, and forwarded by John Gals-
worthy! You had better g~t it, if you haven't read
it, for it is a book that you will like, and besides,
everybody is talking about it.

"Mrs. Socrates"
Fritz M authner

"There are two sides to every story," as Mrs.
Evans of the Cincinnati Post advises her love-lorn
readers. And it is evident that Fritz Mauthner had
the same idea; at least he brings to light the fact that
perhaps Mrs. Socrates had some little bit to tell to
history, as well as her famous husband. Here
Xantippe is painted as being a patient and long-
suffering woman, rather than a shrew, and the
picture of her is certainly consistent and quite plau-
sible. And incidentally, the book gives the reader
a wonderful feeling of real friendship with Socrates
himself. The story is told in a very humorous style,
but at the same time, Mauthner succeeds in fixing
an undercurrent of tragedy, which becomes more
evident as the trial and death of Socrates become
inevitable. But read the book for sheer joy, and
then go home and shed a tear for the Xantippes of
the world. They have a hard time of it.
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THE ROLE OF CHEMISTRY IN INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
FROM AN ARTICLE BY DR. CHARLES M. A. STINE, CHEMICAL DIRECTOR, .~'"~..~:. ...

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., IN THE DUPONT MAGAZINE

Courtesy Dupont Magazine

CHEMISTRY, perhaps more largely than any two-thirds of this amount is spent by industry and
other applied science, is responsible for the en- one-third by the Federal Government with its many

vironment of modern civilized man, and, to the ex- scientific and technical bureaus and research agen-
tent that man may be a creature of his environment, cies. Approximately 30,000 research workers are
is responsible for his character. employed in the applied science and industrial

Chemistry might be considered as fundamental research laboratories of the country. A recent
and applied. Fundamental chemistry gathers to- bulletin of the National Research Council lists 1,000
gether the experimental evidence and formulates industrial research laboratories which, by the way,
laws which serve to harmonize, coordinate and sim- is an increase of lOOper cent in a period of six years.
plify a great mass of the experimental results ac- A review of the industrial progress of the past
cumulated in many fields of the science. Applied hundred years will serve as well as anything to give
chemistry, using the generalizations of fundamental us a bird's-eye view of the part applied chemistry
chemistry and the theoretical knowledge of the has played in the development of our living condi-
subject, seeks to develop new processes and products tions.
for the amelioration of living conditions through the In thinking of scientific progress, we probably
improvement in the health, comfort and prosperity think of the many contributions of the mechanical
of man. and electrical industries, such as the railroad, the

The use of chemistry in the useful arts is as old as telegraph and telephone and the radio, but the
man, but recognition of the actual part it plays in chemist as well as the engineer has made significant
the arts is a comparatively modern development. contributions to the electrical industry and to the
One of the most impressive characteristics> of the application of power in manufacture and transporta-
past century is the rate at which man's knowledge of tion which have produced such a revolution in our
the world has increased through his ability to inter- mode of living. Chemistry is at the base of such
pret natural phenomena and analyze them in order developments as rubber applied in the industries;
to ascertain the underlying causes and laws. The Portland cement; high-speed steels; non-ferrous
actual application of industrial chemistry through the metal alloys, such as the aluminum bronzes; sny-
development of the so-called industrial research thetic dyes; high explosives; plastics; artificial re-
laboratory is comparatively recent. frigeration; the sanitation systems and water sup-

Approximately $200,000,000 a year is; spent for plies of practically every city of any size; many new
industrial research in the United States. About drugs and pharmaceuticals of the most fundamental
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importance; moving pictures; cheap and abundant journey with a horse or a stage-coach some ye~rs ago.
artificial illumination, to mention only a very few of A few seconds suffice to telephone from San Fran-
the scores of striking examples which might be cited. cisco to London; it used to require at least two weeks

to carry only the one-way conversation by letter;
Chemistry and Agriculture and, before the development of modern transporta-

Chemistry has contributed to agriculture in the tion, at least two months were required. What an
solution of problems of primary importance - not astonishing complexity of scientific developments is
merely fungicides and insecticides, such as our own involved in the transmission of the human voice by
Semesan and various sprays and powders and other wire or by radio from San Francisco to London in
chemical methods for the control of diseases and in- the space of a few seconds of time!
sect pests which diminish the yield of our essential Incidentally, the telephone, although by certain
food crops, but most important of all, the deveJop- standards not classed as an 'industry, 'is a classic illus-
ment of chemical fertilizers bids fair to constitute tration of industrial research employed in the service
one of the most important developments of all time. of mankind. In fifty years a single telephone has
The fixation of atmospheric nitrogen by chemical expanded into a concern rated as the largest indi-
processes, through the utilization of chemical ma- vidual corporation of the world, a concern which
terials which we call catalysts, is far-reaching indeed expends approximately $13,000,000 a year for re-
in its effects, not merely upon the cost and availabili- search - the American Telegraph and Telephone
ty of our food supplies, but it is bound to produce Company. It cost a little more than $300,000,000
important effects upon the whole distribution of the to build the Panama Canal, but it cost over $500,-
population of the country. It is obvious that as the 000,000 to enlarge the telephone system of New York,
yield per acre goes up through the intelligent appli- New Jersey and part of Connecticut since the first
cation of cheap and abundant fertilizers, the amount of January, 1920. What metals, what alloys, what
of time and labor which must be expended on the insulating materials, what developments of mechani-
production of a given unit of foodstuffs diminishes. cal, electrical and chemical engineering are called

We must not neglect to mention the development upon in order that the astonishing ease of modern
of anaesthetics and antiseptics; of plate glass and communication may become the often unappreciated
optical glass; of special porcelains for insulating pur- convenience of every-day life! The creature com-
poses, and potteries and tiles for chemical manu- forts and the facilities for recreation and amusement
facture. of the fortunate American citizen of 1928 are, to a

Man's first important synthetic textile fiber, large extent, the result of the application of science
rayon, is the result of applied chemistry's effort to to the problems of living.
produce a product to supplement that of the silk Let us mention a fe\,v of the industries in which
worm. chemical change played a predominant part and

The tungsten filament light has supplanted the which yielded products chemically different from the
candle, and the incandescent light has taken the raw materials employed, and which constituted the
place of the oil lamp and the gas lamp. A cerium foundation of our present chemical industry. One
alloy ignites a little bit of volatile hydrocarbon mate- hundred years ago they consisted of the manufacture
rial at the touch of my thumb. The cigar lighter is of leather, iron, carbon-steel, salt, lead, certain
science's adaptation of the old principle of flint and varieties of glass, linseed oil, certain types of paper,
steel for kindling fire; even the safety match of to- building brick, crockery and porcelain, gunpowder,
day must not be omitted from the category of modern black blasting powder, lime - much of it wood
scientific development. burned - and the refining of certain oils of animal

d T· origin. As far back as 1608 an unsuccessful attempt
Mo ern ranspor tatton d . V' . . t facture ni thad been rna e In irgmia 0 manu ac ure pine ar,

I have mentioned arti~cial refrigeration, In and potash by the leaching of wood ashes and glass.
bygone ?a~s the foods available, ev~n to th.e man The production of glass, alcoholic beverages, salt,
with unlimited power to command distant soils and leather iron and lead from some of our native ores
climates, were far more lim~ted in variety, and t.o a were the industries first commenced and most wide-
much greater degree determined 1:) eographical d i th A' loni Th hi fl. . sprea In e merican co omes. ey were c Ie y
location and the season of the year, than IS th.e case fi d Pennsvlvani d M h tt th h
t d Th h 1 1 ti f . h hI con ne to ennsy varna anassac use s, ougo aYe . e W 0 esa e preserva Ion 0 perJS a . e . .
foods has made possible the shipment of every type the great ~alt deposits of New York were ~Iscovered
of product of soil and climate to any and every point by ~he whites as early as 1654. However, It was not
of the world reached by modern transportation until 1787 that the manufacture of salt actually
facilities. began. The extraction of natural dyestuffs and the

We drive to dine in the evening at the home of a manufacture of saltpeter, sulphur, gunpowder, pape~,
friend a distance which constituted a whole day's salt, and the carrying on of certain metallurgical
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operations were all encouraged by the Continental
Congresses.

Other Industries Develop
In 1730 the first large sugar refinery was erected

on what is now Wall Street, New York.
In 1790 white lead manufacture was begun in

Philadelphia.
In 1791 anthracite coal was discovered in Penn-

sylvania.
In 1793, the year in which the cotton-gin was in-

vented, the first unmistakably chemical industry,
namely, the manufacture of sulphuric acid, was begun
in Philadelphia, by John Harrison, with an output
of 300 carboys per year.

In 1802 the 'manufacture of gunpowder by Eleu-
there Irenee du Pont was undertaken at Wilmington,
although powder of an unsatisfactory sort had been
made in the country previously.

And so I might go on sketching the development
of the chemical industry in this country, but we must
content ourselves with the citation of only a few of
the more important developments.

In 1830 Charles Goodyear discovered his process
for vulcanizing rubber, thus founding a new industry.

Petroleum was discovered in Pennsylvania in 1845
in drilling salt wells, but it was not until 1859, follow-
ing the work of a chemist at Yale University, Benja-
min Silliman, that a company was organized to
exploit petroleum, and a well was driven to obtain
oil for illuminating and lubricating purposes. This
date really marks the beginning of an industry, the
significance and importance ofwhichwould be difficult
to overstate.

In 1869 J. W. Hyatt began the manufacture of
celluloid, the first of the plastics, which today adds
so much to the convenience and attractiveness of life.

Cheaper Light Made Available
In 1872 the manufacture of Portland cement began

in this country. It is interesting to mention in
passing that the largest candle factory in the world
was at that time doing business in London with a
capitalization of $5,000,000. No stronger evidence
of the benefits of research to 'the general public can
be presented than to mention the fact that the cost
of a given amount of light today is about five per cent
of what it was fifty years ago.

It is a long time since a prominent American chem-
ist, Dr. Charles F. Chandler, coming to the defense
of kerosene as an illuminating oil in order to ward off
proposed legislation prohibiting its use, said:

"An illuminating material which' gives in a cheap
lamp an amount of light equal to that of eight sperm
candles, and at a cost of one-third of a cent per hour,
is an inestimable boon to the world. It adds several
hours to the length of the day and enables the work-
ing classses to devote the long evenings to the im-
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provement of their minds by reading; or, where
labors of the day must be prolonged into the night,
it saves the eyes from the inevitable ruin which would
otherwise ensue. The sanitary advantages of a clear,
smokeless light are inestimable. It is safe to say that
petroleum is one of the great civilizing agents of the
nineteenth century."

I wonder what Dr. Chandler would say about the
tungsten filament, nitrogen-filled bulb we uncon-
cernedly switch on with a touch of the finger today!

It was in 1878 or 1880 that Edison and Swann
simultaneously developed the first incandescent
lamp. The tantalum lamp was developed in 1902
and the tungsten drawn wire in 1906. In 1924
$90,000,000 was paid for incandescent lamps. The
electrical industry 'of today has a book value of
$25,000,000,000,000 and a generating capacity of
20,000,000 horse power.

In 1888 Charles Hall, a young American college
student, changed aluminum, a metal so expensive to
produce that it was practically useless commercially,
to a commodity from which the commonest kitchen
utensils are made, and which, either by itself or with
various other alloys, has thousands of applications.
The electric furnace has also produced carborundum,
used as an abrasive for sharpening tools, for grinding,
for polishing; all operations of prime importance in
a machine age such as this. Graphite from carbon,
and calcium carbide, used in the manufacture of
acetylene, are also electric furnace products.

The figures given by the "Friends of Domestic
Industry" in 1831 for the entire American chemical
manufactures comprised thirty establishments em-
ploying 900 hands and producing $1,000,000 worth
of products. In 1925 the rayon industry alone,
manufacturing a synthetic fiber by chemical pro-
cesses, comprised fourteen establishments in this
country employing more than 20,000 people and the
value of the product was $88,000,000.

The value of the products of American industries
which have a chemical interest amounted, in 1925, to
$21,021,875,000, exclusive of the metallurgical indus-
tries, which produced products valued at $2,479,968,-
000. This total of the products of the chemical in-
dustries and metallurgical industries of $23,501,843,-
000 may be compared with the figure. of $1,000,000
worth of products given by the "Friends of Domestic
Industry" in 1831.

The contribution of these chemical products to
the American standard of living is almost immeasur-
able, and yet the expansion of the industry, goes on
as never before. Improved processes, new products,
and reclaimed waste material put to use are familiar
evidence of the chemists' practical activity. The
development of a whole new industry is by no means
uncommon. Judged by its development, industrial
chemistry offers a most inviting field for the exercise
of anyone's constructive imagination.
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MODERN INDUSTRIAL HOUSING
By w. J. PLADIES, Com. E.'29

Row on row of shacks, identical and monotonous, worked and he paid wages, though not directly to
uninteresting and ugly; such is the picture of them if they were in debt.

our old factory settlements and industrial towns. The inducements made to foreigners to come to
Their unpaved streets, disorderly lawns and shabbily- the United States, coupled with their desire to come
clad urchins are characteristic, and these dreary to the land of promise, created a labor supply, but it
dwellings were won by the laborers often under also caused a housing and shelter problem. To house
extreme difficulties. these laborers the cheapest sort of dwellings were

"Barracks" for Families An Industrial Suburb

-
Industrial settlements in which there is a foreign

population have been built up by a more or less
similar procedure of inducing the workers to settle
there. Many of these foreign settlements sprang up
at a time when industries were thriving on account
of an adequate supply of cheap foreign labor. Those
industries whose policy it was to use foreigners, had
a sort of importation system. A man was ap-
pointed by the company, preferably a naturalized
foreigner, whose duty it was to learn of prospects
in the homeland who desired to emmigrate to the
United States to work. These prospects were, as a
rule, those who could not finance their own trip, but
were quite willing to come as laborers. He would
supply them with a steamship ticket and rail trans-
portation to the town in which the factory was
located. In return, he was to have a lien on subse-
quent wages.

It can readily be seen that such a system could
easily be abused and, needless to say, it was. Through
the financing of the laborers and the lien on their
wages, this man virtually became "king" in the
colony. He received the pay envelopes and deducted
his fees and dues before the laborers even saw them ..
Very often there was pitifully little left. Out of his
pay, the worker paid for his transportation from
Europe, his rent, and sometimes even his food and
clothing.

The system was of advantage to the employer,
since it left him free of all the necessity of dealing with
foreigners whose language was not his own. They

-
built, each like the other and with but little space
between them. In almost all industrial settlements
where the houses were built by the company employ-
ing the laborer, there is this dull sameness of archi-
tecture.

But how different is the newer concept of creating
industrial suburbs, the concept of attractive, beauti-
ful and convenient residential districts.

The development of new suburbs, such as those
sponsored by large corporations, is but another
effective way to obviate potential labor unrest and
to minimize labor turnover. In all growing cities of
America and Europe, inadequate housing has ever
caused unrest. This new plan can be fancied as one
of a series of attempted remedies for labor troubles,
as for example, employees stock ownership, profit-
sharing systems, savings plans and home finance
plans. The last of these, no doubt, is the direct
outgrowth of suburb development and is one of its
ramifications.

The corporation which is probably most active in
new suburb projects is the General Motors Corpora-
tion. Their development at Flint, Michigan, is by
far the most extensive, important and interesting of
all their projects. They. are also sponsoring activi-
ties at Pontiac and Detroit, Michigan, and at Day-
ton, Ohio, near their Frigidaire plant.

In choosing any site which will be used as a resi-
dential section, four factors are always considered;
transportation, elevation, drainage, and soil. Trans-
portation facilities must be convenient and rapid;
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elevation should be such that dwellings are out of the
smoke haze so common near industrial concentra-
tion, and also be sufficient to allow good drainage;
soil should be fit at least for growing shrubbery, fruit
trees, and a lawn.

The General Motors Corporation is not in the real
estate business as such. Their activity in these
undertakings has been to create a civic plan of sub-
division development, ideal in its conveniences, im-
provements, recreational facilities and transportation
where "close-in" modern home sites and new homes
can be purchased at prices and on terms within the
reach of all. The plan of the company - that of
developing and selling home sites, building homes,
and financing the erection of new houses - is one to
assist their employees to become home owners. The
machinery of the whole scheme is simple. The land
is owned by the General Motors Corporation; it
is platted and developed by The Modern Housing
Corporation, a subsidiary; land and homes are sold
through a local realty company, which is the agent of
The Modern Housing Corporation. A success be-
yond all expectations has been the result of the plan
thus far.

General Motors has acquired a 1000-acre tract of
slightly rolling land at Flint, Michigan, whose aver-
age distance from the business center of town is one
and a half miles - an ideal residence loc-ation. 'I'his
tract is also about a mile and a half from their Buick
plant and one mile from the Chevrolet factory.
Since the industries of Flint are largely those of
General Motors, with the exception of the Star auto-
mobile factories and a few other enterprises, any real
estate project in that town would, in the main"
benefit General Motors employees.

With a desirable residential tract to be developed,
many details are to be considered. There are the
usual municipal specifications and restrictions, which
include size and design of sanitary and storm sewers,
the laying of gas and water mains, street widths,
sidewalks, paving and fireplug outlets. Then there
are those restrictions in the way of building codes
which must be followed in the actual construction of
the dwellings. With these might be included the
limitations imposed by fire underwriters, such as flue
construction, electric wiring, and others. After all
legal specifications have been complied with, there
are those features which make any section more de-
sirable, for example, school sites, church sites, orna-
mental parks, playgrounds and a golf course. The
company has provided all these and, in addition, ten-
nis courts and a community house, in which are pro-
vided such recreational facilities as gymnasium,
swimming pool and bowling alleys.

The functions of The Modern Housing Corpora-
tion are many and extensive. With this organiza-
tion rests the entire task of platting and developing
the tract to the point of sale. Under its jurisdiction

fall the surveying, grading, excavating, paving, zon-
ing, house construction, finance, sales promotion,
and direction, contracts with purchasers, and the
enforcement of all restrictions. It is interesting to
note that in the execution of some of the above tasks,
large-scale methods, so characteristic of big enter-
prises, were used. The excavation, for instance,
which on a tract of this size would have been a huge
task, was simplified by the application of specially-
designed machinery. Not only were the usual steam
shovels used, and ditchers which travel down the
street, leaving a trench into which sewer and other
piping may be placed - but also a machine which
leaves a row of excavated cellars in its wake-- truly
large-scale operation.

In the platting, each lot was made at least 50 by
100 feet. The more prominent boulevards and ave-
nues were made wider than the quiet and secluded
residential streets, their widths being 80, 90 and 100
feet. Church sites and nine business sections were
provided for. . Dne hundred acres was devoted to
parks, playgrounds, a golf course, and an athletic
field.

No shacks, huts or foreign communities will be
allowed on the tract. Only buildings strictly modern
in every respect, with full basement, can be erected.
All lots except business and church sites are restricted
to single residences only.

Some parts of this subdivision are, of course, more
desirable than others, and it is only natural that in
these sections, the houses will be limited to those of
the higher price class. One section in particular,
which overlooks the golf course, has high restrictions.
It will be set aside for executives, business and pro-
fessional men. Through the co-operation of archi-
tects and the realty company, only homes which
express unusual dignity, character and charm will be
permitted on these more spacious lots. Under the
direction of The Modern Housing Corporation, the
architects have already designed a number of beauti-
ful homes, from which the prospective builder in this
section may choose. An effort is also made to help
the prospective builder who has bought a lot in the
less pretentious parts of the subdivision, in this way.

It is the policy of The Modern Housing Corpora-
tion to include the cost of all land improvements in
the purchase price of the lot. This policy frees the
purchaser from subsequent annoying assessments.
Ail home sites are sold at their original cost plus only
.reasonable carrying charges, consisting of interest,
taxes, improvements and selling expenses. It is
aimed to bring the cost withinthe limits of conserva-
tive valuation. The price of lots is from $850
upward.

A liberal policy is followed in the financing of home
site purchases and also of dwelling construction. To
buy a home site, the purchaser need pay only ten
per cent down and the balance at the rate of one

THE CO-OPERATIVE ENGINEER
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per cent each month, which includes interest at six
per cent. For the family that does not have the
money on hand with which to make the initial down
payment, a special financing plan has been prepared
to meet each individual case - a plan whereby it is
possible for every family to begin immediately the
purchase of a lot on which they will eventually build
a home of their own. When the lot is paid for, the
Corporation will advance a building loan of from
seventy-five to eighty per cent of the actual cost of
the home and site; this loan to be repaid in small
monthly payments like rent. .A General Motors
employe may deposit up to ten per cent of his
monthly earnings in the General Motors Savings
Fund, and he will be given an additional credit for
one-half of such monthly deposits, drawing interest
at six per cent. The money which he actually de-
posits may be transferred, without the loss of any of
the benefits, to the initial or monthly payments on
his home, thus giving him substantial assistance in
the financing of his own little project.

29

Another interesting plan, quite unusual and com-
paratively new, is being sponsored by The Modern
Housing Corporation - a night school class in
"Home Ownership." Prospective home owners re-
ceive instruction on how to begin owning a home.
The class meets one evening each week, and a new
one is started every month.

This huge project is being entered into from the
new standpoint of a public service industry in order
to make it possible for every family to be properly
financed and to build its own home with its own plans
and in its own way, so that no one need wait until late
in life to own a home. The underlying purpose of
the whole plan may be summarized in the following
statement: Home owning is the best known incentive
for persistent effort through life. Therefore, any
plan which directs or applies that incentive, will spur
a worker to greater efficiency and productive effort
at his daily tasks in the industries.

Own Friend's
Rating RatingTHE PERSONAL EQUATION

1- Health Habits - Do I keep myself physically fit through proper exercise, food
and sleep? Am I as energetic and vigorous as a person of my age ought to be? Do I
know, through physical and dental examinations, what the condition of my health really is?

2 - Disposition - Am I easily irritated? Can I control my temper under trying
circumstances? Am I always agreeable or am I a good deal of a grouch?

3 - Dependability - Am I careful enough not to forget a promise nor to make one I
cannot keep? Can I be relied u.pon to keep all agreements and to meet all obligations?
Can I be trusted not to 'betray a confidence? Can it be said of me, "His word is as good
as his bond?"

4 - Orderliness - Do I give sufficient thought to the saving of time and effort by
doing things -in a systematic way? Ani I on my guard against slipshod habits in matters
of dress, cleanliness and the ordinary duties of the day?

5 -Broadmindedness - Have I respect for the opinions and beliefs of others? Have
I the ability to consider both sides of a question? Do I keep personal prejudices from
influencing the judgments I pass on others? Do I avoid being overcritical of my ac-
quaintances? .

6 - Tact and Cooperativeness - Do I carryon my dealings with others in a courteous,
friendly way? Am I willing, as I should be, to help the other fellow out of a tight place,
even if it means a little sacrifice on my part? Can I get people to cooperate with me
without antagonizing them?

7 - Self-expression - Can I talk with a stranger without showing that I am self-
conscious? Do I make friends and mix with others easily? Do I take an active part in
social and business conversations without monopolizing them? Can I express myself
forcibly and clearly?

8 - Initiative - Do I go ahead without being told, using my best judgment when my
superior cannot be consulted? Do I make as many suggestions for improvements as I
might? Am I self-confident and aggressive enough to make my ideas effective?

9 - Self-advancement - Am I taking advantage of opportunities for education and
special training? Do I look ahead to see what I want to be doing a few years from now?
Am I doing something extra to prepare myself for more reponsible work?

10 - Self-discipline - Can I make myself do the things that I know I ought to do?
Have I the grit to tackle a tough job and stay with it until I have mastered it? Can I
drive myself steadily until I get what I start out to get? Am I a finisher or only a starter?

- Exchange
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AS VIEWED BY GRADUATES Commercial Law course to other engineering stu-
(Continued from page 7) dents than Commercials.

was too scattered" in one case, and that too much The "modernists" and "fundamentalists" divided
time was spent in trivial and unessential discussion honors equally in the support of their views. The
in the other. one group .advocated a lessening of the strictly tech-

Fifteen men considered their courses of sufficient nical aspect of the engineering courses, with the in-
merit to be made available, at least, to all regular troduction of more social .and cultural courses.
engineering students, while six took the opposite Appreciation of Art was a typical course of this type
viewpoint. The courses mentioned in the first mentioned. The "fundamentalists," on the other
instance included History of Architecture, Contem- hand, rather advocated a narrowing of the scope of
porary Problems, Business Management, Theory the curriculum with a greater concentration on the
and Uses of Color, Effective Speaking, Business fundamental principles and underlying theories of
English, and Heating and Ventilating. It may be the various engineering courses.
mentioned here that one of these courses, Contempo- With the suggestion that more strictly commercial
rary Problems, was offered as an elective to senior subjects be offered in the different engineering fields,
engineering students in several of the departments the advisability of establishing special courses pre-
last year for the first time. The justification for this senting specialized engineering in its commercial
move is unquestionable, as evidenced by the com- aspects, comes up. Many graduate engineers enter
ments of those men who have been pursuing the same the field of industrial salesmanship and management.
course at night. It appears reasonable, therefore, that they be given

All but four of the graduates interviewed offered special training in the commercial side of their work,
specific suggestions on curricular improvements. at the sacrifice, perhaps, of some of the technical
Some of these were detailed suggestions of highly instruction necessary to the designing engineer.
specialized application, and hardly could be consid- <?ne course that would come under such a dispen-
ered of general interest to engineers. Others were sation, and at the same time be an innovation in
of wide interest and deserve close attention. itself, is a complete course in Gas Engineering. The

Perhaps the most united sentiment was a definite in~uguration of such a course ,;as advocat~d by Mr.
group demand for more emphasis on Business Eng- RIchard Paulsen, Jr., ~. E., 12. He p~Inte~ out
lish and Business Correspondence for all' engineers, some of ~he factors WhIC~make Gas Engineering a
and especially for Commercials. It was suggested really. umque ~eld. Previously there have been no
that a part of the time now devoted rather indefi- technically trained men whatsoever available. The
nitely to "Reports and Conferences" in the English ~rst class of Gas Eng~neers i? th~ coun~ry is graduat-
Department, be utilized for thepresentation of Busi- mg from J~h? Hopkins University this (1928) year.
ness. English. Others suggested the strengthening Th~se condItIons. ha~e created a present dem~nd for
of the course, Effective Writing and Speaking, trained ~en ,:hlch IS unpar~lleled by that In any
offered to junior Commercials, as a solution of the other englnee;Ing field. . In VIew of the above facts,
problem in the Commercial Department. M~. Paulse~ s suggestion deserves thorough and

<:L • serIOUSconsideration,
Another unmistakable demand was that for a ....

hensi . P bli S ki I ·11b The purely statistical side of this survey presentscompre ensrve course In u IC pea mg. t WI e . .
b d th t thO. th k t f th t d some Items of Interest. Classes between 1912 andremem ere a ISwas e eyno e 0 e s u ent . ... . . .. the present tIme were represented In the evenIng en-

essay criticisms of the Engineering College last year. 11 t Al t h If th ttl II t
'TTtjl • •• > ro men . mos a e 0 a enro men con-
vv lith pressure from WIthout and within bearing on . t d f d t f th t t (1926 d. .. . . .. SISe 0 gra ua es 0 e pas wo years an
this point It seems only a matter of time until such a 1927) ith th · . b II tt d. . . , WI e remaInIng num er we sca ere over
course IS offered to engmeermg students. The self th . d 1912 1925 Th diff t b h f. . . e perlO -. e 1 eren ranc es 0
respect of the Engineering College demands It. .. d f 1 tIt th ith. .. engmeermg appeare 0 amos equa s reng ,WI

.~he Intro~uct~~n of a special course, the Econo- Electricals and Commercials boasting the greatest
micsof Engineering, ;vas suggested ~Y Mr. P. W. numbers of men carrying evening work.
Dorst, Ch. E.: M. S., ~7. '. It was pOlnt~d out. th~t The most popular group of subjects was that
such a:~ourse:s an application of econormcs, which IS including studies of Commercial Engineering inter-
essentla~ly dlffe.rent and s~parate from ~eneral est. The apportionment of men among the different
~conomlcs. I~ IS also a subject of almost universal branches of instruction was as follows: (It must be
Interest to engineers. remembered in this connection that the number of

The value of Commercial Law in its application to courses was greater than the number of students en-
everyday transactions, as well as to business and rolled, since one student carried several courses in a
engineering, was stressed. It was a moot question, number of instances.) (1) Commercial Engineering
however, among those mentioning this subject, subjects, including Management, Marketing, all
whether or not there was justification for offering a branches of Accounting, Economic Geography, et
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cetera, 25; (2) Business English as a distinct course, to all engineering students. It is a question to what
10; (3) Various engineering subjects, 9; (4) Political extent this can be carried out. Definite courses that
Science, including Contemporary Problems and would come first in such a movement are (1) Business
Representative Americans, 8; (5) Applied Arts English, (2) Public Speaking, (3) History of Archi-
courses, including Theory and uses of Color, History tecture or Appreciation of Art. The predominating
of Architecture, and Appreciation of Art, 7; (6) Mis- numbers of engineers desiring additional training
cellaneous courses consisting of Economics, 5; Com- along commercial lines point to the possibilities of a
mercial Law, 4; Public Speaking, 3; and Applied new type course such as an Electrical-Commercial
Hygiene, 1. or Mechanical-Commercial combination. There

We may draw a few definite conclusions from the appears to be a fertile field for development in the
results of this survey. More men carry extra even- Engineering College in the establishment of a com-
ing work for other reasons than as a technical require- plete Gas Engineering course. Courses offered by
ment - showing the present adequacy of the day the Evening College of Engineering and Commerce
courses in presenting essentials. There is justifica- are in general thorough and comprehensive, and are
tion (as shown by experience) for offering selected altogether worth while.
courses in Applied Arts and Commercial Engineering HOWARD A. BLAIR, E. E., '29.

BELOW PASSING
By CHARLES E. POTTER, Ch. E.'30

AQUIZ - no, not just an ordinary quiz. This after having been coached for weeks, cannot expect
one had all the difficulties of at least seven to pass."

ordinary quizzes combined in its set of five innocent- Many were the fallen jaws seen among the embryo
appearing questions. Much depended on surmount- "Psychs."
ing the barrier of a semester exam in Psychology. "Gee - me with a 40 and I thought I pulled at
Many were the pop-eyes and black-coffee-Iaden least a 70 on it," was the thought in a number of
stomachs present in Prof. H's eight o'clock class. minds.
And if one looked closely, very closely, one could Suddenly the doctor's cheeks reddened, then his
detect just the slightest signs of dampened tresses brow, then his lower lip protruded in the manner of
and reddened foreheads, where a cold towel might, a spoiled, angry child. He had looked that way but
MIGHT, we say, with all due trepidation, have been once before, when he dropped his ring at the wedding
applied. ceremony. Oh yes, he is married.

Sh-h-h - don't under any circumstances let "Mr. Thomas, will you come here at once?" (Mr.
"Tacky" -er-ah-beg pardon, Doctor H, know that Thomas was Professor H's "yes man" and official
there is the least suggestion of boning for his exami- paper grader.)
nation. Oh my, no, for, said the good professor There were looks of surprise now where but a
yesterday, "If you have followed my course in the moment ago there had been deep consternation.
manner which I have outlined, you will not have the Never before had the boys seen "Tacky" look like
slightest trouble in getting through it satisfactorily. this. Of course, they hadn't seen him on his hands
In fact, with my developed method of coaching, you and knees looking for that little gold band, while the
can't fail, absolutely can't. blushing bride blushed deeper.

"All right, Tacks, let's go," said a subterranean Then in his most stentorian manner, "Mr. Thomas,
voice in the farthest reaches of the lecture room. what does this mean?"

The bell rang, the questions were on the board, the Mr. Thomas looked, reddened, and then reddened
test was on. And in a short time it was over. 'There some more, after which he might have been heard to
were definite indications of perspiration on some mumble what sounded suspiciously like an abject
brows where nothing but a placid rotundity had apology.
before existed. Thank the Lord, it was over! Why did he apologize? Why, dear reader, on the

Two weeks later the good Doctor sat behind his reverse side of the paper which was being so heatedly
desk smiling benignly on his boys. discussed, was this phrase:

. "I shall read the grades on this exa~ination, an~ "Answers to questions, to be used for
dISCUSSsome of the more outstanding papers. grading test papers.
After which some of the better papers were mentioned ,p f H "
_ then _ ro essor ·

"This man certainly deserves to fail completely. Lo and behold, Tacky had received from his assist-
Any man who receives a grade of 40 on my quiz, ant a 40 on his own answers to his own quiz!
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The Perfect Stenographer
"Now, Miss Blogg," boomed Jasper M. Whurtle,

president of the Whurtle Whirlwind Laundry Com-
pany, to his new stenographer, "I want you to under-
stand that when I dictate a letter I want it written as
dictated and not the way you think it should be.
Dnderstand ?"

"Yes, sir," said Miss Blogg meekly.
"I fired three stenogs for revising my letters, see?"
"All right - take a letter."
The next morning, Mr. O. J. Squizz, of the Squizz

Flexible Soap Company, received the following:
"Mr. O. K. or A. J. something, look it up, Squizz.

President .of the Squizz (what a name) Flexible
Soap Co., the gyps,

Dear Mr. Squizz, hmmm:
"You're a terrible business man. No, start over.

He's a crook, but I can't insult him or the bum'll sue
me. The last shipment of soap you sent us was of
inferior quality and I want you to understand,
no, scratch out I want you to understand. Ah,
unless you can ship, no furnish us with our regular
soap you need'nt ship us no more period or whatever
the grammar is and please sit up straight. This d-
cigar is out again pardon me and furthermore where
was I? Nice bob you have.

"Paragraph. The soap you sent us wasn't fit to
wash the dishes no make that dog with comma let
alone the laundry comma and we're sending it back
period. Yours truly. Read that over, no never
mind, I won't waste any more time on that egg. I'll
look at the carbon tomorrow."- Pick- Ups.

-----

Proof Positive
Rastus, out in a boat with his best girl, Mandy,

had been teasing for a kiss, but she refused again and
again. Finally he became desperate.

"Mandy," he threatened, "effen you don't lemme
kiss yo' I'se gwine to upset dis here boat .."

Getting home, Mandy told her mother all about
it.

"An' did you let the genman kiss' you?" her
mother asked.

"Well, did you all see anything in de paper dis
mawnin' 'bout two niggahs drowniri'?"

Gone, But Not Forgotten
Landlady - A professor formerly occupied this

room, sir. He invented an explosive.
New Roomer - Ah! I suppose those spots on the

ceiling are the explosive?
Landlady - No, that's the professor, sir.

-Wabco News.

Analytical Gehomotry

The Outdoor Type
"Are you a clock watcher?" asked theinterviewer

of the candidate for a job.
"No, I don't like inside work," replied the appli-

cant, without heat, "I'm a whistle listener."-
,- Public Service.

Safety First
Landlady - Why do you always sing in the bath-

room?
Roomer - Because there's no lock on the door.
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with their feet on the ground
MEN of vision, yes. But don't over- leadership into new fields. But back of

look the fact that those old Roman it all must be the abilityto organize men,
road builders and empire builders kept money, material and machines.
their feet firmly fixed on the ground. The telephone executive must coor-
They faced the facts squarely. They dinate his machine before he can run it.
were demons for detail. They were the He must understand the possibilities in
world's first great organizers. his organization before he can lead it.

Pioneering in the telephone industry That done, his opportunity is empire-
is like that. It is a work of vision and of wide, vision- broad and ambition -deep.

BELL SYSTEM
e.A nation-wide JyJtem if 18,500,000 inter-connecting telephones

OUR PIONEERING "VORK HAS JUST BEGUN
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Those Summer Resorts
"I had my nose broken in three places during the

summer."
"But why do you persist in going to those places?"

THE CO-OPERATIVE ENGINEER

Electrici ty - What Is It?
Electricity is something that starts the Lord knows

where and ends in the same place. It is faster on its
feet, being 1-36 of a second speedier than its nearest
competitor - backyard gossip - and when turned
loose in Europe will get to the United States five
hours before it starts. Nobody knows exactly what
it is, because it has never stood long enough. It is
like your girl's younger brother, in that you never
know what to expect next, and the only way to
handle it is with a switch. Rubber is the only thing
that will stop it, which is why rubbernecks never get
shocked, and rubber heels are shock absorbers, so
they say in the subways.

Electricity is sometimes known as science gone
crazy with the heat, and if you can understand its
maneuvers you can do anything with it except open
a can of peanut butter at a picnic. It had been
locked up in ignorance .throughout many centuries
until Ben Franklin let it out with a pass key, and
since then it has been pulling off more new stunts
than the Russian Government. With it you can
start a conversation or stop one perpetually, cook
dinner, curl your hair, press your trousers, blow up
a battleship, run an automobile, or signal Mars, and
many more things are being invented.

Like the price of rib roast, lightning seldom hits
twice in the same place, but once it does hit there is
little left. The Lord said, "Let there be light," and
now all we must do is press the button.- Chester
Skates in "Jeffery Service."

£~ESlf .MAN ~

Changed His Destination
First Colored Lady - Yo' husban's in de hospital?

Ah thought he was jus' only off on a jag.
Second Similar (with pride) - He was, but Ah in-

terrupted him.- Ex.

(Bungling compositor, setting up society news)-
"The party will be gin at ten o'clock."

Correct
A business man was very keen on having proficient

clerks in his employ. Before a clerk could enter his
officeshe was required to pass a written examination.
At one examination a question was: "Who formed
the first company?"

One youth was a little puzzled by this, but not to
be floored, he wrote: "Noah successfully floated a
company, while the rest of the world was in liquida-
tion."· -----

The Sole Exception
In something of a hurry a suburbanite dashed into

an apothecary shop.
"Give me a lawn mower, please," .he demanded.
"Why, we don't handle lawn mowers," the clerk

said. "This is a drug store."
"Oh, is that so? Well, all I've got to say is, this

is a hell of a drug store!"

Cause and Effect
"I heard the most perfectly darling radio program

last night," Miss Sparker gushed.
"Yes, wasn't it wonderful?" agreed her very dear ..

est girl friend. "I didn't have a date either."

Exposing a Rascal
Ballplayer - We gave the umpire fifty bucks to

let us win the game.
Friend - And still you lost?
Player --- Yeah - the umpire was crooked.

. Times Have Changed
Modern Girl - I understand that the girls of your

time "set their caps" for men, Grandma.
Grandma - Yes, child, but not their knee-caps.



Grandpa - Are your enjoying the opera, Frederick.
Frederick - Yes, grandfather, but how did they get those lights

clear up on the ceiling?

Prospective Buyer- What an odd room this is,
with no ceiling and open to the sky.

Agent - Yes, it's the shower-bathroom. The
house was built by a Scotchman. .

Nuf Ced
After he had kissed her and pressed her rosy cheek

against his, and patted her soft, round chin, she drew
back and asked:

"George, do you shave yourself?"
"Yes," he replied.
"I thought so," she said, "your face is the roughest

I ever-"
Then she stopped; but it was too late, and he went

away with a cold, heavy lump in his breast.- Ex.

TheVarsity Shop
College Haberdashery

McMillan St., at Clifton Ave.
II Cincinnati's Only Exclusive College

']14 '_ C"L.- __"

Judge - Guilty, or not guilty? act I _ ~ ·
. Prisoner - Not guilty. ...; "

Judge - Have you ever been in jail? ~ SS
Prisoner - No, your honor, I never stole nothing be]'ore.

Beryl - I can not learn to love you.
Merle - But I've saved $10,000.
Beryl - Give me one more lesson.

-----

Skeptical Miss - Can this coat be worn out in the
rain without hurting it?

Fur Salesman - Lady, did you ever see a skunk
carry an umbrella?

Must Have Been Potent
"Did you get home all right last night, sir?" asked

the street-car conductor.
"Of course - why not?" came back the passenger.
"Well, when ydu got up to give your seat to that

lady last night, you were the only two people in the
car." .

Society I tern
"Did you see the 'I'uilleries when you were in

Paris?"
"Well. we called. but thev weren't in."
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Alarm Clocks, Wristwatches, Wristbands, Fountain Pen~

If you have trouble with your watch!
See your watchmaker

GEORGE BIERER
209 W. McMillan St., next to Clifton Ave.

Sbecial Prices for Students

Knowing the Lingo
She - He's so romantic. Whenever he speaks to

me he starts "Fair Lady."
He - Shucks! There's nothing romantic about

that. That's just force of habit. He used to be a
conductor.- Ex.

The Difference
"I suppose you will want me to give up my job,

Henry, when we are married?"
"How much do you earn at it?"
"Sixty a week."
"That isn't a job. That's a career. I wouldn't

want to interfere with your career, girlie."-Ex.
I I

CUT RATE CIGAR STORE
Under Management of

GOODYEAR SHOE REPAIR SYSTEM
Shoe Shining Parlor, Magazines and }\T rnTt=~lt';

JOHN WIKETTE
228 West McMillan Street Cincinna1
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- urlglnal
"Rastus," said the colored parson, "I was sorry to

see you sneak up behind Brother Johnson and hit
him. Only the devil could have prompted you to
do that."

"Well," said 'Rastus, "De debbil might have
prompted me to sneak up on him, but when I hit
him, dat was my own idea."

SEE JOHN THE :BARBER
formerly Chris Ballauer

at

228 West McMillan Street

The Observation Post
It seems that the dean of a certain college was

called to investigate a charge made by some of the
girls. They reported that the men who lived in the
fraternity next door invariably forgot to lower their
shades at night. The dean looked out through all
the sorority windows and then said, "Why, I can't
see into any of the windows in the fraternity house."

A meek voice from one of the girls said, "Oh, yes
you can, Only you have to stand on a chair."-

- Trumbull Cheer.

Stone Hatchet - What is Smallbones hauling?
Sabre Tooth -It's one of them new1angled greeting cards.

Message Collect
, A drummer employed by a Scotch firm telegraphed
from a distant town: "Held up by storm. Wire in:-
structions.'

The firm replied: "Start your week's vacation as
from yesterday."

The Crucial Test
Love-mad Youth - You still doubt me? Test

my love. Bid-me attack wild beasts, defy savages,
bring back the north pole, descend into a volcano -
anything, no matter what, I will do it.

His Sweetheart - Well, go ask father.

An Objective Lesson
Mr. Tongue - Did you protest against showing

the movie that represents the Irish as disorderly?
Mr. O'Leary- Did we? We wrecked the place!

Telephone, Avon 3116

The

J. H. Fielman Dairy Co.
Pasteurized Mz-/k

and Cream
And Other Dairy Products

2519 VINE STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO

A t the Head of the Stadium Steps

Green Lantern Tavern
Luncheons Dinners Tea Bridge Parties

Call Avon 7755

It's Easy
"Hello, Jake," said the farm hand. "Why 'ain't

you comin' to the weekly. dances down at the range
hall?"

"Ho, ho, dances!" said Jake. "I could never
learn to dance."

"You could, too. It's dead easy," replied the
farm hand. "All you got to do is keep turnin'
around and wipin' yer feet."

The Silver Lining
Police Sergeant - Is the man dangerously

wounded?
Patrolman - Two of the wounds are fatal, but the

other one isn't so bad.- Police Magazine.
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Mississippi Polished Wire Glass
The wire glass with the plate glass finish that protects thousands
of fine buildings when the neighbors are on fire. Particular
architects specify it because its high quality has won recognition
everywhere. If you want safety and security you will also specify
~~Mississippi"- the standard since the standard was created.

MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS (JOMPANY
CHICAGO • 220 FIFTH AVENUE · NEW YORK · ST. LOUIS
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~Setting an
Advanced Standard

of Performance for
Production

Grinding Equipment

THE NEW BROWN & SHARPE
PLAIN GRINDING MACHINES

To MEET today's demand for better grind-
ing, and to anticipate future requirements,

the Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co. has introduced
an entirely new series of High Production
Plain Grinding Machines.

'I'hese machines embody a number of fea-
tures that enable manufacturers to make fur-
ther reductions in their production costs and
to effeCt savings that ultimately benefit you.

We are always ready to send literature de-
scribing any of the Machines and Tools manu-
faCtured by us.

BROW!~~~~'~P~~~~~~S.A'

History
Teacher - What do you mean by saying that

Benedict Arnold was a janitor?
Bobby - The book says that after his exile he

spent the rest of his life in abasement.
-----

Slightly Mixed
Johnson - So you gave up trying to teach your

wife to drive the car!
Williams - Yes. When I told her to release her

clutch she let go of the steering wheel.- Selected.

That reminds me. I have some ties that need pressing.
'2.-~ t - :5 7 2- H· d'

tP ~~ Ire ·
Manager - Have you had experience in handling

men?
Applicant - I had two hundred under me for

five years.
Manager - What was your line of work at that

time?
Applicant - Sexton in a cemetery.

Entirely at Sea
Passenger - Really, steward, I have forgotten the

number of my cabin.
Steward - That's a bit difficult, madam; ain't you

got the slightest idea where it was?
Passenger - Oh, just a minute ~ I remember

now - the window looked out on a lighthouse.
-----

Drink to me only
He - Every kiss intoxicates me, darling. Would

you like me to be a drunkard?
She - Well, yes, on the condition that you don't

mix your drinks.

Sherlock Himself
The great detective glanced around the room with

a practiced eye. The pictures were torn into shreds,
the chairs were broken, the table lying on the top of
the piano. A great splash of blood was on the
carpet.

"Someone has been here," he said.
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The Way a Defeated Candidate Feels
An unsuccessful candidate for office in one of our

western states sums up what his campaign cost him
and what he got out of it as he went along, as follows:

"Lost 1,349 hours of sleep, thinking about the
election. Lost two front teeth and a whole lot of
hair in a personal encounter with an opponent.
Donated one beef, four shoats, and five sheep to a
country barbeque. Gave away two pairs of sus-
penders, four calico dresses, $5.00 cash and thirteen
baby rattles. Kissed 126 babies. Kindled fourteen
kitchen fires. Put up four stoves. Walked 4,076
miles. Shook hands with 9,508 persons. Talked
enough to make, in print, 1,000 volumes. Attended
sixteen revival meetings, and was baptized four times
by immersions and twice some other way. Con-
tributed $50.00 to foreign missions and made love to
nine grass widows. Hugged forty-nine old maids.
Got dog-bit thirty times and was defeated."

-Exchange.
-----

Sweet Charity
"Was your charity ball a success?"
"Indeed, yes. Every modiste in town was able to

take a trip to Europe, and the receipts enabled us to
repaint the fence around the orphanage."

Traffic Officer - What's the idea of tying up
traffic? Why don't you use your noodle?

Bewildered Motorist- I didn't know the car had
one.

THE CO-OPERATIVE ENGINEER

Rule for Success
Work faithfully for eight hours a day and don't

worry, then in time you may become the boss and
work 12 hours a day and have all the worry.

II }f( IDE.A
of .A. EL.J\..r rL~ u

c:=:L..,

As the Cartoonist Sees It

e' Iflf- Greetings
Frat - This butter is so strong it walks over to

the coffee and says, "How do you do?"
House - Yes, but the coffee is too weak to answer.

"There's a sort of it bump on your chest," said the
tailor, pausing in his measurements, "but we make the
clothing so that you will not realize the bump is
there."

"I know you will," sighed the customer, "that's
my pocketbook."

-----

What Every Secretary Knows
The Sales Manager was examining candidates for

the position of private secretary. One girl seemed to
fill the bill, but the cautious official decided to ask
her one more question.

"You say you are a confidential secretary. What
is the difference between a confidential secretary and
a stenographer?"

"Oh," said the girl promptly, "you don't dare to
fire a confidential secretary."

LEBLOND
LATHES

TOOL ROOM GRINDERS
MILLING MACHINES

T0 the engineering student body we ex-
tend a cordial invitation to visit our
modern plant, to see on display the latest
developments in lathes, milling machines
and tool room grinders, and to study our
manufacturing methods.

A visit will prove decidedly "interesting to
those who contemplate positions of re-
sponsibility in manufacturing shops.

THE R. K. LEBLOND MACHINE TOOL CO.
Cincinnati, Ohio .
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Dirching and Drainage

LESSON NUMBER 11 OF THE

BLASTERS' HANDBOOK
THE economic advantages of blast- Do you understand the propagation

ing ditches with dynamite warrant method of ditch blasting? Do you know
obtaining a practical understanding of the proper way to load, the amount of
the methods commonly used. Blasting charges, the kind of explosivesto use for
ditches cost less; the soil is evenly dis- each kind of ditch?
tributed on either side of the ditch; no All these questions are completely and
spoil banks are created because the ex- practically answered in the Blasters'
plosive distributes the earth and makes Handbook. There are tables of charges,
the ditch where required; no expensive plans for loading, cross-section views,
machinery to locate and operate; there and concise instructions for every step.
are no overhead expensesfor equipment; Here is information seldom given in the
ditches can be dug with dynamite where average text-book-the "boiled-down"
the conditions are too difficult for other experience of fieldmen skilled in the use
methods, and, finally, the process is so of explosives for every purpose.
simple.

The Blasters' Handbook is yours, without cost,
by merely mailing this coupon

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., Inc.
Explosives Dept., Wilmington, Del.
Gentlemen:

Please send me a copy of your "Blasters' Handbook."

Name ._ _.._._. . __..__ . . . ..__.._._... . . .. .__.._.._..

Address .__._. . .. .. _ .
COE·!

[(IPOH!
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A Mixed Blessing
Geordie - Mon - these lower taxi fares' will

make a serious difference tae me. We'll no be able
to save sae much by walkin'.- Bystander, London.

Playing In Earnest
An officer on board a battleship was drilling his

men. "I want every man to lie on his back, put his
legs in the air, and move them as if he was riding a
bicycle," he explained. "Now, begin."

After a short effort, one of the men stopped.
"Why have you stopped, Cassidy?" asked the officer.

"If you plaze, Sor," was the reply, "O'im coasting!"

Modern Version
Lot's wife, who looked back and turned into a

pillar of salt, has nothing on a certain modern
woman. She looked back and turned into a tele-
graph pole.-Ex.

And Home in a Coma
"My father went from New York to Boston on a

bicycle."
"Yeh? Well, I went from New York to Atlanta

on a sentence."

A Trap
Wigg - Sorry to keep you waiting, old man; but

I've just been setting a trap for my wife.
Wagg - Heavens! What do you suspect?
Wigg - A mouse in the pantry.- Passing Show.

NORM R. BAKER FAY A. NORTONBAKER & NORTONREALTORS
Professional Service in Brokerage and Buildings
410 TRACTION BLDG. MAIN 6683

For Safe Keeping
"Offisher, you'd better lock me up. Jush hit my

wife over the head wish a club."
"Did you kill her?",
"Don't think shoo Thash why I want to be locked

'Up."

"All me folks was bright, Ramond. Didn't me old man die
of Bright's disease?"

Q. E. D.
"And how have you been getting on, Mrs. Mum-

ble?"
"Ah, miss, not too well. My poor 'usband 'ad a

parallel stroke, and we've 'ad a 'ard time to make
both ends meet."

Cincinnati Equitable Fire Insurance Co.
103d ANNIVERSARY OHIO'S OLDEST INSURANCE COMPANY

OFFICERS

A. CLIFFORD SHINKLE
President

CHAS. L. HARRISON
Vice-Presiden t

LOUIS E. MILLER
Vice-President

EDW. H. ERNST
Sec'y and Treasurer

ORGANIZED APRIL, 1826

DIRECTORS

LOUIS E. MILLER
CHARLES P. TAFT
CHARLES L. HARRISON
CHARLES F. WINDISCH
MAURICE J. FREIBERG
A. CLIFFORD SHINKLE
TYLOR FIELD
CHARLES J. LIVINGOOD
JOHN D. SAGE
CHARLES D. JONES

ONCE INSURED - AL WAYS INSURED

105 DIXIE TERMINAL BUILDING
POLICIES ISSUED FOR SEVEN YEARS RENEWABLE WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENTS
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THE moment you put theoretical knowledge into
practice you will find that the factor of friction is

something all Industry has to fight.

You will also find the foremost factor in figllting
friction to be Timken Bearings with their full thrust-
radial capacity and anti-friction properties, their
Tirnken-rnade electric steel, Timken tapered con-
struction and Timken POSITIVELY ALIGNED ROLLS.

Installed at the hard service points in motor vehicles
and any type of industrial machinery, it becomes
graphically apparent that Timken Bearings are bring-
ing Industry out of the valley of waste and up into
the higher plane of profit.
THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING co., CANTON, OHIO

TIMKEN:~;;:~BEARINGS
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Convincing Argument
A tourist eased himself into the chair and called for

a shave. The little barber was of a swarthy com-
plexion that indicated Latin-American blood. As he
stropped his razor he opened the conversation with:
"What's your opinion of this Nicaraguan situation?"

Tourist - Same as yours.
Barber - But you don't know what mine is.
Tourist - Don't matter. You've got the razor.

The Home of Good Eats

Best
Service

McMillan at Clifton Ave.

Best
Food

An After Thought
The lady had lost her husband and had given

instructions to the stonemason as to the wording on
the tombstone, the ending to be "Rest in Peace."
In the meantime, her late husband's will disclosed
the fact that she had been somewhat shabbily
treated.

She rushed round to the stonemason and told him
to omit the words, "Rest in Peace."

"I'm very sorry," he replied, "but they have
already been carved."

"Oh, well," said the lady, "add, 'Until we meet
again'!"

Beautiful But Wise
Conductor Harry - She seemed like a good,

sensible girl.
Brakeman Henry - Yeh, she wouldn't pay any

attention to me, either.-Ex.

Flaming Youth
Gentleman (to sweet young thing) - Young lady,

do you have any objection to my smoking in your
presence?

She (modestly) - Oh, dear! no, indeed, sir; I don't
give a damn if you burst out in flames.

A Peacemaker
"What are you runnin' foh?"
"Ah is tryin' to stop a big fight,"
"Who's fightin'?"
"Me an' anotha niggah."

The Eternal Feminine
The benevolent citizen, while walking along, espied

a little tot weeping and said:
"Now be a good boy and stop your crying."
The child replied, "I can't."
"But why can't you?"
"I can't."
"Well, here's a cent. Tell me why you can't be a

good boy and stop crying."
"'Cause I'm a girl."

Steel Sheets that Resist Rust!
The destructive enemy of sheet metal is rust.
It is successfully combated by the use of pro-
tective coatings, or by scientific alloying to re-
sist corrosion. Well made steel alloyed with
Copper gives maximum endurance. Insist upon

,KEYSTONE
Rust-Resisting

Copper Steel

ee S
Black and Galvanized

Keystone Copper Steel gives superior service for roof-
ing, siding, gutters, spouting, culverts, flumes, tanks, and
all uses to which sheet metal is adapted-above or below
the ground. Our booklet Facts tells you why. We manu-
facture American Bessemer, American Open Hearth,
and Keystone Copper Steel Sheets and Tin Plates.

Black Sheets for all purposes
Keystone Copper Steel Sheets
.Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized Sheets
Apollo-Keystone Galvanized Sheets
Culvert, Flume, and Tank Stock
Corrugated Sheets
Formed Roofing and Siding Products
Automobile Sheets-all grades
Electrical Sheets, Special Sheets
Deep Drawing and Stamping Stock
Tin and Terne Plates, Black Plate, Etc.

OUt' Sheet and Tin Mill Products represent the highest standards of quality, and
are particularly suited to the requirements of the mining, engineering, and general
construction fields. Sold by leading metal merchants. Write nearest District Office

.American Sheet and Tin Plate Compa!!y
General Offices: Frick Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

===========DISTRICT SALESOFFICES===========
Chicago Cincinnati Denver Detroit New Orleans New York

Philadelphia Pittsburgh St. Louis
Pacific Coast Representatives: UNITEDSTATES STEELPRODUCTSCO., San Francisco

Los Angeles Portland Seattle
Export Representatives; UNITEDSTATESSTEELPRODUCTSCO., New York City



LEADERSHIP
Cincinnati holds the position of world leadership in the

manuf acture and marketing of machine tools. There is a
greater quantity and variety of machine tools made here
than in any other city in the world. Practically an entire
manufacturing shop can be equipped with tools that are made
in Cincinnati and vicinity.

It is significant that the Cincinnati Milling Machine Com-
pany and its associate company, Cincinnati Grinders In-
corporated, are leaders in their fields of milling and grinding.
Such leadership is deserving of the attention of all students
of engineering.

It will be worth your time to visit our plant at Oakley
and see for yourself this up-to-the-minute organization of
men, methods and machines.

The plant of the Cincinnati Milling
Machine Company. Over 14 acres of
floor space devoted exclusively to the
manufacture of milling machines and
cutter grinders. Established 1884.

The Cincinnati Milling Machine Company
Cincinnati, Ohio
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